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FOREWORD

This report covers the principal tasks performed in the first year of USAF Phillips

Laboratory/Weapons and Survivability Directorate contract 1F19628-91-C-0065, for analvsis of
spacecraft imagery and related optica; measurements (Sections 1 and 2) and laboratory

research in ion-neutral reactions (Section 3). Recent previous PhotoMetrics investigations of

the foregrounds contaminating remote sensing from spaceborne platforms (in particular space
shuttle), in conjunction with the Spacecraft Interactions Branch (WSSI) of PL, appear in

contract-report References 1 - 4 and journal-literature References 5 - 7 (among others).
Section 1 is a detailed analysis and scaling of the persisting visible radiation that was

produced when the energetic combustion gases fiom solid composite-propellant rocket motors

interacted with the - 110 km atraosphere. The interpretation draws heavily on experience from

experiments involvirng releases of cbemicals at thermospheric altitudes that had been performed
by Weapons and Survivability's predecessor organizations. This material is currently under
review by PL for journal submission. Section 2 reports and interprets the short wavelength-

infrared radiation that develops when this supersonic-velocity gas is reheated in its "bow

shock" or contact surface with the atmosphere. These two chemically-unrelated emissions.
which represent targets for surveillance as well as optical contamnination, appear not to have

been previously characterized. Section 3 report.s measurements of ionic-reaction cross-sections

of spacecraft exhaust and outgas species.

Several other tasks, some still in progress and others reported informally (in
memorandums), were also performed. A paper on planning for further experimental

investigation of the phenomenology of high vapor pressure liquids released into the low orbital

environment was presented at a technical meeting (Ref 8), and a paper on the infrared-

foreground implications of ventings of water was prepared for a forthcoming conference. An

Interim Technical Report in PL format (25 pp, not yet assigned an identifying number) was

submitted on the infrared radiations fror., Shuttle Orbiter control rocket exhaust gases, as
measured from onboard by USAF's Infrared Background Survey Spectrometer. We also
contributed to forthcoming WSSI journal publications on the spectrum of visible radiations

excited from the atmosphere by energetic rocket exhaust, and to those referenced in Section 3.

Mrs. Natalie Bennett was responsible for typing and editing the manuscript. Some of .ti

the image data reduction was performed by D. B. Kenny and D. F. Frohman. Valuable "

assistance was provided by our PhotoMetrics colleagues R. C. Garner, P. J. :,,Nichol, and ,nod

C. A. Trowbridge, by M. A. MacLeod of PT 1GP and A. Setayesh of Radex, Inc. The '
authors gratefully acknowledge the encouragement and technical leadership of WSSI staff
members E. Murad, I). J. Knecht, R. A. Viereck, C. P. Pike, and Capt T. Thiem. __strlbwa/.__
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SECTION I

VISIBLEL RADIATION FROM INTrERACTION OF THlE EXHAUSTr GAýSBS
FROM SOuL)-PROPELLANr ROCKE Fiý WITHTHlE AT MOSIPlIREi

Trhe Bow Shock 2 or UV Diagnostic Experiment (Ref's 9, 10) of 18 February 1991 was

performed primarily to determine the ultraviolet radiation signature of hypersonic-velocity
missiles at re-entry altitudes. The second of thirce propulsion stages was a solid-composite
Antares Ila rocket enigine that operated over a low-elevation trajectory between 105 and
I II kin altitude and teen smoldered tip to at least 118 km which PL/WSSI photographed withi

a long focal-lenigthi video camera at the -350 kmi-distant US Air Force Mauli Optical Site
(Ref's 1,2,6,7,11). A scifluminous visible trail persisted along the flight path of its Strypi-XI
vehicle, representative images are presenited in Fig. 1. We report and interpret in this Section
the spatial distribution and lifetimes of this reactive-flow v'olume, which is a potential

foreground obscurant to spaceborne optical senising as well as a surveillance target. Section 2
of this repon.' describes a short wave lenigth-iniifrared glow near the suborbital Strypi-XI that is
excited by a different chemical process, but nonetheless is phtysically related to the longer-liAved
vi4sible (adas we witll see, near-LJV amid AIR) wake traill.

We delermined the efficiency with which energy of the thruister engine is converted to

-0.4 - 0.7 pin photonis by photometrically calibrathig the elect roaically intensified camera
against known stars. Th'le measured (absolute) brightness distributions are consistent withi the

interpretation that the persisting radiation is cheniiluminiiesccnce from reactions of minitor

Al atom-containinhg species iii the combustion-product gas wid, 0 atiu;'s of the ambient lower
thermiosphere; the liquid/solid A12)0 3 particles, which are well known to dominate the infrared
signiature of the exhiaust of aluminized thrusters (see for example Ref's 12,13), play nio part.
A similar sclfluminouis trail, whose hydrodyniamics scales satisfactorily to that from the
Antares, was lei't by the lower-power third stage solid rocket motor, and indeed this lon.g-lived

emissioni may bo a genieral feature. of hcterogeiieotv composite propellants t-ased on alumiinumn

giantile ftiel and aimonioun perchklrate oxidizer traversing the oxygen atom-riien aljituades of
the atmosphere.

Figure 2 shows schematically t~he flight pidi of the Strypi-XI relative to thle

mountaintop camera station (AMOS; 210.71 `IN, 156.26DW; 3050 ni altitude; 394 kmn from the
launch site), ande Tlable I lists its aktitude mid velocity, elevation-azimuth an(1 slant riange, and
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anglc bctwccn tral "jcetury vector ;uid line of' sig'ht duri" [lie Antmue% burn mid %molder lwrods~.
(Further particuilars of tlie tihw-hich apply Primarily to analyvsis of' th; ajbovc-j,.jntionecd
infrared glow, ap~pear in Section 2: thle shallow miniimum in aspecct near 165 s after launch is
(lite to curvature of the, vehicle track inl the horizontal direction.) T[he ranives in Tabie I
indicate that the image scale ill the montage of Fig. I is monlotonlically decreasing thy 14%)
during thle 35.4 s-duratioii burn, an(l in addition changes inl right ascension ol thle citmta's
astronomical mount have the effect of'shifting the ap~parenit direction of thle traje tory. A nonl-
standard tracking mnethod w~as dev ised by the AMOS staif to enadble the Acquisition *Felcsopc
System (AM'S) findler for thle maint "MOTIF"m 1.6 m) telescope to operate at thle unusually high
Zenith anll"es of thie flight Path. This 6~5. 15ýcm clear ap~erture video camera has a 40 mmi-
diameter Intensified Si !ieon Intensifier Target p)hotodetector with S-201Z spectral sens"itiity
(FWHM response is 3800-( /0A). Its 3,01'-dlaonli fIwld was Ilixed on thie initial %cgn-.., of
the trail until 16 s after thle Anitares ignited, and then wstrack-ed to keel) thie o~ ere'ixised
imiage volume near the rocket in view; refer to Fig. I.

The StrVpi-XI was launched at anl azimuth of 2021" fromt thle UISAFs Kauai (I awaii)
Test Facility (22.07"'N, 159,75'W) at 14:18:35.0 UT (03; 18:3.5 local standard time), with the
moon below thle horizon: refer to Fig. 2.After its first-(" astor) stage booster burned out neir
40 kil altitude, it coasted at a high elevation angle. as it wasý being~ reoriented so that its second
stage, which ignited at 105.2 km - 155. 1 -, after launch, p~rodulced1 a trajiectory azinmuh necar
1 4311 (toward thle southeast), T'hus flight path resulted inl ,51' - 40" niose-on view aspeci angles
from Maui during the Antares burn, which incrcased to -55" during its sirioldor period, For
this report of the emissions l)Ioduceci ',y its exhaust we measure times Starting at this enlginle
turnon. T1he %pill rate about the long axis of the vehicle was 0.7 revolutions/s. and its angle of
attack rapidly dlecreasedl from 066 at igniltion to 25"n 10 s latter and ther; to 1 2" in another 10 s,
after which this an-le decreased slowly to 8~" at burnout.

Aller another 481/, s a third-stage "Stair 27" (Morton Thiokol *'ET-M-6 16) soiid-conilosite
rocket motor wvith approximately 1/4 as much thrust (particulars are inl Section .2) proelw led the
Strypi-XI generally dowvnward fromt 119 kml. T[he brevadly similar formulation o1' this enliline
(wvhose binder is carhoxy-terminated po~lybtitadienc. and whose calculated niole fractions of
comb~ustion products are given it, Ta10c -1 oi* Sectioni 2) also lef't a persisting glow tangentiil to
thle trajectory, less bright and with sensibly uniform dhiameter C\Cs en ear thle ignlitionl ahitu1de;

an example img sin latter Fig. 15. Althoughl thle velocity across the camera field of' the
imreeisely-tracked and -centered vehicle was theni too high for reliable detorniination of deccay
timles, radiance distributions transvirse to the trajectory suhas those shlown- in F)". 13 Could
be readhilv measured. [be Star 27 thruster, wvioe ow r outpttw is Intermediate lkbCCI 11Cii



Table I. Str'pi-XI trialctorv parameters

T'inc tcl -k...L ia.nijLL1 Alt [_kin cl fde; ll ait idelt_[ kmL_.1.A 1'_ asplc t idegp

1.40.0 476.4 102.4 8.1 2.92•. 2 0.171 50.2
150.0 457.6 10-1.4 9.4 290.0 0.317 43.1
155.1-0 44,8.4 105.2 10.1 290.0 0.310 38.9
160.0 439.2 105.8 10.7 289.2 0.391 35.1
165.0 430.1 106.1 11.4 288.4 0.618 34.4
170.0 421.2 106.7 12.1 287.5 0,904 35.1
"11S.0 412.3 107.5 12.7 286.6 1.250 35.4
180.0 403.5 108.2 13.A 285.6 1.618 36.8
185.0 394 8 109.3 14.0 284.5 2.050 37.8
190,5-35.4c 386.2 110.9 14.6 283.6 2.567 39.3
195.0 377.7 112.5 15.3 282.5 2.634 40.?

350 .161. 1 115.3 16.5 280.0 2.62 1 43,7
215.0 34141.9 117.3 17.6 277.4 2.610 47.0
225.0 329.4 118.2 18.7 274 4 2.600 50.9
235.0 314.5 118.8 19.6 27i.1 2.606 55.2
239.0e 306.8 118.8 19.9 269.7 2.616 57.7
2451 30010., 18.4 20.4 267.4 2.836 61.6

",From AMOS hScalar speed of the Strypi-XI CAntares ignition and buniout
,tAfter-bum, Fig. 12 v'Star 27 engine ignition fStar 27, Fig. 13 and Section 2

TI I RD
STAGE
IGNI IION

I I1,".34 SMCONID0
120 •_. STAGE

,,_ ~io - IRIUIJOUI"T
110" 14 2145

o Aspecl i ' SECOND
CLJ .1 S1 AGE

IGNITION

IS 8• ",- 1AIAI LANC

C .. .1,5:'' a

'"t )•:.t, I{AiA/ L UNSA~=

I',..'J 2 . , outh-hxlc. nýý %ic'C ol the tvr,1ectory of thie stlypi-Xi with tile projection Ifoinl
AN10S.



operatiag and nominally burned-out Antares, thus represents a third sample in the exhaust data

set.
Table 2 lists the physical, chemical, and performance properties of the Antares Ila

(Hercules X259A2) eilgine. Its propellant grain is poured around a central cylindrical gap

with 6GI-120Q( X-shaped slots parallel to its containing wall. Actual thrust reached 90% of

rating value within < 1/3 s after ignition, then after this usually-observed initial transient

decreased 15% by 1.6 s, then went back tip to a flat 9800-kgf maximum near 18 s, and then

had decreased 10% by 31 s. (Since the variations in this engine thrust do not qualitatively

alter the visible wake glow, we have not reproduced its measured profile; it is similar to that

of the Star 27 shown in Fig. 19.) Experience with other aluminized-solid formulations has

shown that in addition to the major gaseous components listed in Table 2 measurable amounts

of Al and A120, AICI and AICI 1, and OH vapor, as well as .race amounts of other gases, may

be exhausted (Ref 14). Furthermore, some of these low-concentration molecules can be

expected to be hydrated or weakly chemically bonded to oher exhau:t species.

Figure 3 is a plot of the kinetic temperature and densities of atomic oxygen and all

atmospheric species over the altitude range at which the eng:Ine burned arnd smoldered, derived

from an MSIS calculation (Ref 15) for the geophysical conditions of the Bow Shock 2/UV

Diagnostic Experiment (minor lower-thermospheric species are shown in Fig. 18). The

predicted concentration of the reactive O(313) atoms varies by less than a factor of 2 over the

Antares operation period. As the order of I mi collision mean free paths at these lower-

thermosphere altitudes are much less than the characteristic dimensions of the radiating

volumnes, continuum flow conditions obtain.

The persisting trail of the Antares burn was also photographed in - 15 kmn-long

segments from tile Naval Research Laboratory's "LACE" satellite (Ref 16), by an intensified

charge-coupled device "tracker" camera with a i'elatively flat spectral response between 3000

and 4400A and extending to 2500 and 4500A (and thus overlapping that of the AMOS

system). Other ("plume") cameras onboard sensitive in narrower wavelength spans below

3400A failed to detect this glow; and furthermore the signal from thle Antares smolder appears

to be below all thresholds. The LACE images released so far provide principally
corroboration of the data we have extracted from the higher spatial resolution groundbased

visible-light images, and we will refer to the information contained in them in our analysis.

O__veriew of the Video Data

The instrumentally-bioomed area at the head of the wake trail is the thermally-radiating

microns-scale A12 0 3 particles of the rocket exhaust (the nozzle cone opening to the bright

1nvgine combustion volume itself is directed away from the AMOS sensors). Its shape is

5



Table 2. Characteristics of the ANTARES 11 (X259A6) rocket engine

a) Dimensionsa
Length (including exit cone) 289 cm
Diameter 76.5 cm
Diameter of throat 16.94 cm
Half-angle of nozzle exit cone 150

b) Propellanta
Weight (0.91 of total thruster motor) 1167 kg
Composition, nominal weight percent

AI, fuel 20.6
Ammonium perchlorate, oxidizer 7.5
Cyclotetramethylynetetranitramine, oxidizer, HMX 15.0
Nitrocellulose, oxidizer-binder 22.5
Nitroglycerine, oxidizer-plasticizer 26.3
Triacetin, resorcinol, and 2-Nitro-diphenylamine,

plasticizer and stabilizer 8.1
Heat of explosion (calculated) 1642 cal/g
Grain segment pattern 2 x 1200, 600

c) Exhaust (calculated)2
T'emperature (chamber) 3756K
Temperature (exit plane) 2139K
Average mass outflow rate 33.3 kg!s
Mean molecular weight of gases 19.7 g/mole
Molecule exhaustion rate 2'/2 x 1021 per cm path
Composition, moles/100 g of propellant

A120 3 (particles) 0.367 H20 0.171
CO 1.392 HCI 0.060
H, 0.985 CO2  0.043
N2  0.513 H 0.018

AICI3, AICI, AlO, A120, OH,... See text

d) Perforimance (see text L..r fiirther detqaill
Duration of burn 35 s
Average thrust (measured, to 35.0 s) 9370 kgf
Lxhaust velocity (calculated as thrust/mass loss rate) 2.65 km/sb

aManufacturer's data: Hercules, Inc., Cumberland, MD, 1966, and Ref 12.
bCalc-ilated (Ref 12); compare the rocket velocities in Table 1.

6
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Figure 3. Atmospheric species concentrations and temperature during the Bow Shock 2/UV
Diagnostic Experiment.

apparent in the infrared aned "'er visible images in Fig. 15. This feature can be seen to break

away from the broader g glow area in the ,ideo frame at 35-11/30 s after ignition; while
its apparent diameter n decreasing, it remains larg:. ,han the instrumentally-smeared
"image" of a sixth-- akg:, le star and saturated near its center when it goes out of the corner

of the field of v,. ,/ 27/30 ter; and no intensification at the head of the luminous trail from

this particulate -• x, : tetectable when the Strypi-XI comes back into the field after another

3-28/30 " ,IC rmera pointing was changed after 16 s from staring to viewing the
rocket boxly (awev, not precisely tracking it), the luminous regions in the earlier images go

below the camera field.
The persi:iung trail itseif can be seen in Fig. 1 to consist of 1) a highly ;rregular area

that develops within I s after engine ignition, followed by 2) a smooth region that is bifurcated

and shows strong limb-brightening up to at least 14 s. Af:er about 25 s, when the camera re-

acquired the Strypi-XI, this latter volume takes on 3) a somewhat "billowed" longitudinal

structure with sensibly constant 1.2-km width along its -25 ,ii length within the image field.
The surface radiance of the initially-produced rough volume varies over a range of almost a

factor 3, with no single chara.-teristi' sell size (at least in this view projection). It shows some

evidence of initially rotating ab • e trajectory direction--most probably due to the rotation
of the Strypi-XI--, and its max,- urn width perpendicular to the trajectory increases by only a

7



factor about two (to 5 kin) betwecii 2 and 16 s. A lower-edge "finger" also about 11/2 km

across and with a mean velocity of 100 - 50 m/s extends to 5 km down the retrograde
trajectory direction from this initial volume. This protuberance is also brightened along its
outer borders, and furthermore gives the impression of breaking into two overlying
quasicylinders.

While the initial radial expansion rate of the luminous column cannot be accurately

measured from these video images because of blooming from the hot exhaust particles, a rough
estimate of 4 km/s ca;. be inade from the less-exposed frames near thruster burnout. (This
important issue treated in Section 2; see in particular Fig's. 27 and 28.) No overshoot or
oscillation of this hard-edged volume can be detected Pt the spatial and temporal resolution of
the photographs, and as shown later its width changes little at later times. The very rapid
initial outward expansion is strong evidence that the persisting luminosity is due to gases rather
than related to the condensed aluminum oxide exhaust droplets, which besides thermally
radiating at visible wavelengths in the < < 1 s before they cool (see the narrow camera field

image in Fig. 15) could in principle be serving as reconibination surfaces for the exhaust gas
species. These particles would not undergo so large a lateral scattering in < 1 s, or pile into
an irregular volume part of which movcs backward aiong the trajectory at near the velocity of

sound at the Antares altitude, nor would they move coherently horizontally at a typical
E-region wind speed, as the luminous trail is seen to do in the -25 - 37 s video images.
Indeed, both simple aerodynamic drag arguments and a computational fluid dynamical model
of the two components of the exhaust flow (Ref 12) show that the condensed particles travel
largely unimpeded from the + 15" engine exhaust cone.

The initial optical yield rates per unit rocket path during the >40 s-long after-burn
period (final two frames in Fig. !) are between one an(d two orders of magnitude lower than

those from engine operation. In contrast to the glow that is produced during firings, this
smaller-radius (and higher-altitude) volume becomes noticeably broader within a few s. A
more or less regular-appearing longitudinal variation of initial width during this period is most
probably due to the azimuthal asymmetry of smolder-exhaust flow as the vehicle, whose angle

of attack is then between 10" and 151) (Fig. 20), rotates about its long axis; however this
spatial structure is not sufficiently distinct to allow a reliable period to be extracted, Similarly, -.

as mentioned just above, the longitudinal radiances in the original video images of the trail

between -25 and 35 s show a weak modulation near the Strypi-XI, with the 1 - 2 ktri

characteristic length that would be associated with its rotation. These low-contrast, poorly-
defined cells give the appearance of remaining stationary (an estimated tipper limit to their
retrograde velocity is 300 m/s).

8



Data Reduction

To compensate for discrete manual adjustments of the gain of !he intensified AMOS

camera that were made while the thruster was firing (as in its previous operation, Ref's 2,6,7),

we calibrated separately sets of frames against the photocurrents from stars of known

magnitude and spectral class. The irradiances within the FWHM response of the camera from

individual stars that we identified from standard charts and the SkyMap listing (Ref 17) were

corrected for the small attenuation by the atmosphere above AMOS by the method in (for

example) Ref's 1 and 6. We digitized the photocurrents from the analog videotape to eight

bits (these numbers are labeled PV--pixel value--in some of the Figures), and then suimmed

these currents above the dark-noise baseline in the instrument-spread "images" of the

calibrating point sources. The effective halfwidths of these blur spots serve to convert the

irradiance distribution at the focal plane from each star to its equivalent peak "radiance" in

object space, to which the output currents in the images of the exhaust are referenced. The

absolute radiances outside the atmosphere (in Fig. 's 9 and 11) refer to the 3800-6700A photon

FWHM of the camera system. Their estimated overall accuracy, taking into account the

difference in spectral distributions from the -6000K blackbody calibration sources and the

glow (whose emission spectrum, while not measured, is probably the continuum described

later), possible nonlinearity of the AMOS camera's response, and uncertainties from

attenuation by aerosols along the low elevation angle sight path above the mountaintop optical

station, is + a factor 21A.

We determ|iined the dependence of the optical yield rates on time after the Antares

exhaust was deposited by measuring both their decrease in successive video frames at a fixed

position in space (to the extent allowed by the data) and in single frames at a series of down-

trail--retrograde--positions that correspond to times at which the thruster had passed. The first

measurement refers to a single narrow altitude range, while the second averages over altitude.

In the static frame of reference of the atmosphere the mass of combustion products exhau,:ed

per unit length remains constant within the error of the video measurements, at an average of

8 g of gases/In. Furthermore, the longitudinal transport of this material does not change

substantially with altitude, as evidenced by the nealy constant cross-track extent of tile trail

and the aforementioned slow (if any) downstream motion of its low-contrast internal structure.

Thus the space rate of deposition of exhaust reactant(s) is an almost stationary factor in the

process that excites visible radiation.



Numerical Results

Antares Burn Period. Figure 4 is a set of transverse profiles of the gain-standardized

photocurrents (averaged over six adjoining longitudinal pixels to improve signal/noise) at 3.0 s

after passage of the Antares, at altitudes between 105.8 and 110.9 km. The uncertainty in

absolute radiometric calibration at each of the individual video gain settings precludes

quantitative intercomparison of the total yield rates per unit length along the trajectory (the

area under these curves). Figure 5 is a series of summed photocurrents from transverse

profiles at a fixed gain (i.e., area integrals of traces such as those of Fig. 4 at the same ratio of

radiance to photocurrent), over a 3-3/8 s time span after the engine had turned off. The

Alt[km] Time[s]

1000 -- 105.8 5
..... 106.3 11

800r7 .'.-" *-109.9 32/ ' '"•. -- 110.9 35

(\ i

X 600

> > - \I I : .

I- _ .I
0I. I / - "-) . I |'400 K- .

...I .. ' ' \
II . -"..-i " .-V,

0 . • • • . - ---i -- __ __ . , . I , "• _- -' ,' "

0
-1500 -1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500
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Figure 4. Crosswise photocurrent (pixel value PV) profiles 3 s after passage of the Antares
thruster engine, normalized to fixed camera gain. The times stated refer to this
passage. Representative trace lines are indicated on the images at 8 and 14 s
(referring to 5 and I 1 s in the Figure) in Fig. 1.
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Figure 5. Transverse-summed photocurrent profiles along the long axis of the exhaust trail,
starting near engine shutoff. The broad peak in the image at 35 s is thermal
radiation from the exhausted A12 0 3 particles.

emission rates can be seen to decrease with time at each retrograde position considered, which

is to say, at all altitudes along this segment of trail. Figure 6 first corrects the crosswise-
integrated photocurrents at 2 s after burnout for the monotonically increasing velocity of the
rocket--placing them on a time-since-deposition scale--, and then normalizes this output signal

to the undisturbed concentration of atomic oxygen--applying the hypothesis that 0 is the rate-
limiting factor in chemiluminescence of the exhaust gas (more on this critical point below).

The thus-interpreted decrease in output current is exponential within the resolution of the

measurements, with an e-folding time between 11 and 15 s. (These low signal/noise data can
of course be fit by other functional forms, including even a straight line.)

This derived time represents the mean characteristic decay period of the total visible-
light yield rate per tunit length over the 108 to 1i1-kin altitude range, in tile first -14 s after

, passage of the thruster. Since, as we will show, physical transport of the reactants plays an

important part in the luminescence process, this figure is not a chemical-reaction or exhaust
molecule-depletion, or peak surface brightness-decay time, Furthermore this characteristic

time would be expected to decrease as the exhaust volume bcconme more intermixed with the
ambient atmospheric gas as it ages. A similar reduction-analysis of the summed radiances
from traces across the trail at 35 s at five previous deposition times up to 13.3 s (those inIII
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Figure 6. Longitudinal sumned-photocurrent profile at 37 s corrected to derive an effective
exponential lifetime of the total emission rate per unit path averaged over 108.2 -
110.9 km altitude.

Fig. 7) gave a best-fit exponential time constant of 13 s, consistent with the result in the
paragraph above from the frame 2 s later. Figure 8 shows the voluine emission rates derived
from these crosswise profiies as described below.

We also determined this initial decay time at a narrow span of altitudes, by staring at
the series of images recorded between 35 and 38 s. Figure 9 shows the resulting sums of
photocurrents in the rectangular area indicated in Fig. 1, which bounds 108.2 + 0.2 kin. The
least-squares best fit exponential slope of these yield rates is 13 s. This agreement with the

result for the wider range of altitudes (in Fig. 6) gives credence to our normalization of the
emission to the concentration of atomic oxygen, and thus to the idea that 0--or another

atmospheric species with a similar scale height--is participating in the reaction(s) that produce
the visible luminosity.

At 8 s after exhaust is deposited the visible-light sower radiated near 108.2 km altitude
is 6 kilowatts per km along the trajectory. With the approximation that the fractional decrease

rate remains exponential at 1/13 s-t this figure leads to a total light output of 140
kilojoules'km. This optical yield may be compared with the total energy of the thruster,
10,000 megajoules expended over about 50 km flight path - 200,000 kilojoules/kin. Thus

the efficiency with which thie chemical energy of the solid propellant is converted to visible
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photons at this altitude--albeit through what we are interpreting to be a reaction of its

combustion product(s) with a labile species in the atmosphere--is 0.07%.

The series of image scale-corrected photocurrent traces across a single photograph

between 5.2 and 13.3 s after exhaust is deposited in Fig. 7 shows little difference in tile

projected widths of the radiating volume. (These times also represent a range of atmospheric

altitudes.) Figure 10 plots the similar transverse radiances at the fixed altitude 108.2 km over

a 31/2-s period; again tile video data fail to resolve a significant change in width of the visible

afterglow. To assess the transverse growth in the absence of chemical consumption we applied

a simple transport-only model in which the laterally-expanded exhaust gas interdiffuses with

ambient air that it has initially compressed and heated (Ref 18), as is further described below.

Adoption of all effective diffusion coefficient 2 - 3 times that for the undisturbed atmosphere

at 108 kim which is, 2 x 106 cm 2/s (Ref 19), leads to the prediction that the widths would
increase by about 250 in in 8 s or 170 in in 31/. s. The fact that the volume from which glow

arises is expanding at a substantially slower rate--if at all--is evidence that thc concentration of

exhaust reactant(s) is being eroded at a mutch greater ilhan 1/13 s-I fractional rate where it

contacts the swept-out, overdense local air.
The coherent movement of thle luminous region relative to stars observed in the video

images (not discernible in Fig. 1) corresponds to a horizontal velocity of 70 m/s in tile

direction perpendicular to the camera line of sight (azimuth 285"). This figure is within the

normal range of atmospheric wind speeds at the Antares ,tltitudc. This transport further

eunphasizes that the radiation is coming from a gas rather than -microns particles, which would

not follow the wind field. Since a star shows through the glow volume (see Fig. 1i), it must

be optically thin over at least part of the visible wavelength range.

The relatively flat tops of the transverse traces in Figs. 7 and 10 show that the visible

emission is arising principally from near the outer edges of the image-producing volume,

which we interpret as being essentially cylindrical on the basis of the single camera projection

and sinple growth-symmetry arguments. This limb enhancement is quantitatively evidenced

by the emission rates per unit volume ill Fig. 8. which we derived from Abel inversions of the

set of radiances at 35 s. The inversionl procedure applies the physically reasonable assumption

that these rates depend only on radial distance from a symmetry axis in half-cylinders on eihher

side of the plane defined by the lines of sight fromn the camera through this axis (and that the
volume is optically thin to its own radiation). Since Abel inversion involves differencing,

noise in Fig. 7 is amplified in Fig. 8, so that the depths of the troughs and the widths of the

edge regions are inexact. Figure 11 is an isophote contour plot that includes one of the I-D

scans that were inverted, with an absolute radiomctric calibration from the procedure described

above.
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Figure 8. Abel inversions of the photocurrent traces in Fig. 7.
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Figure 11. Equi-photocurrent contour plot of the region of image within the rectangular area
centered at 108.4 kim, at 37 s. The (linear) contour intenval is 20 photocurrent
units.

Limb brightening is also obvious in both the irregular and relatively-smooth radiating
regions that develop before 16 s; refer again to Fig. 1. As the exhaust trail ages, the surface

brightnesses (in Figs. 7 and 10) exhibit less spatial modulation, and in addition its high volume

emission rate outer annular regions (in Fig. 8) broaden and flatten. This damping/smoothing
is expected from the difftusion lenoths estimated just above, which would be of the same order

within the exhaust gas as where it is mixing with the air that it has displaced.

Antares d'ter-BLurn. A similar analysis of the luninosily associated with smolder of the

Antares engine is summarized in Fig. 12. Using a bright star on each side of the trail as

position references (refer to the 49-s frame in Fig. I), we were able to stare for 3 s at a fixed

0.5 km-long segment of tlhis glow centered at 114.5 km altitude. The radiating region appears

Gaussian-shapcd even at the eiarliest times after rocket passage, with a characteristic width that

increases wiin (timev/. Applying the theory of a reacting (or inert) spccies diffusing intc, a

uniform. isothermal, undlCpleted atmosphere (Rcf 20), we lind that the slope of the plot in Fig.

12b leads Ito a diffusion, coeficient of 9 + 2 X 106 cm2/s. This is rminghly three times the
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smilmoeclediffusion coefficielit inl thle undisturbed atml'osphere (Ret 19). anl increase most
likely ite, to tile initially high mleaa tcaiiperature or thle rxhaust gas and surrounding air (Ref's
12, IS). Aa extrapolation to zero time (foilowving the procedure developcd for analyzing tile
growthl of chemical-release clouds it thermnospheric altitudes, Ref 20) gives an initial Gaussian
full \Vidth of 0. 18 kml.

The exponential decay period of thle totln emission rate pei unit length along thle
trajectory is 3,5 ± I s (Hig. 12c). This is about onc-quarter of the characteristic. tome we
derived tor thle afterglow of thle thruster burn, despite the concenitration of the putative rate-
controlling specics atomic oxygen being almost a factor 2 lower at 114.5 kml than at 108.2 kml.
Thlis diffbirence is a result of the hydrodynamics of' thle combustion product gases--the less
dense smokler exhaust does not physically (lisplace thle local oxygen atomis, but mnerely
intermixes \" ith them--, as we explain inl thle next subsection.

A comnparison of tz'ansverse traces inl Fig. 7 just before and after thle rocket propellant
was nominally colnsumed shows that thie exponential decay-corrected rate of emission of visible
light per mllt pathl early inl thle smolder phase is a factor 20 smaller than during etigine burn.
(WVhile thle Antart%,- mlotor is known to hatve finite residual thrust during this period, this thrust

can not be quanutifed fromt the radar tracking, of thle Strypi-XI or other trajectory data.) As in
H12, '\ hich refers it a 3.4-k an hig-her al~titud~e and I 2-s later timec after burnout, thle

racliance pattern has an essenitially (3iiwssiaaa shlapc ailler than thle haed, ('shock"-liko) edge
t11,11 res1Iat (10o1 full thruster operation.

St ; r.27. Fi-'ore I I show s thicJree a aaass'c'rs tratces front the similar sel fIiuminouN trail left by thle
* 2750-kgt' thrust third-stage motor, extending over 0.8 s necar 1181A kml altitude. (The

ta-. towry of' thie Strypi-X I i-s the-n nearly horizontal, as Fic-. 2 sthows.) A typ~ical photograph of
thle glowk padtern appears ait top~ left of Fig. 15i. As at this time tile 1wriod (luring w-hich
Idtentifiable emlitting segments remain inl thle camecra field is shoriened 1v thle increalsedl

tangential \elocity 01'the Strypi - X (see T'able 1) and its ~.acking position being at the ce-iter of

thle \ideo(- frameso, thec video data (It not allow sta-rini, at fixed radiating downstream Vouillnes
for !olo_, enough to determine reliable decay timies. Nonetheless this pe'riodI appears to be
substantially longer than the 31,12 % of the lower-altitude (and higher oxygen Motm denasity, glow
from thie Antlires after-burn. A,, with the Antares oporational burn, no lateral growth of' thle
Iun inouas trail is, detectable: inde-ed, It% "widlth" may lie decreasing, or even oscillating. Abel
ins er51011s of' these noiy Star 27 traces show a reb.tively flat volume emission rate, with somp
evideice of' lamb br igliten iavc.
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Figure 13. Transverse photocurrent traces across the Star 27 wake trail at three times after
exhaust deposition (altitudes 118.6 - 1 18.4 kin).

Interpretat !on of the Luminosity

Excitation Mechanism. Thermal (gray-body) emission from the inicrons-scale condensed

A120 3 exhausted from the rocket motor cannot be responsible for the persisting luminosity, not
only for the "geometry" reasons stated above but also because (as straightforward radiative loss
calculations show) these droplets cool in only 1/10 s to temperatures at which emission rates of
visible photons become negligible. Furthermore, the angular divergence and velchiry of such

- particles (see Fig. 15) preclude the interpretation that their surfaces are serving to catalyze
excitative chemical reactions of combustion products with atmospheric species, or among

exhaust (or for that matter ambient) gases.

We therefere consider the hypotheses that the radiation is dtie to homogeneous
reactions among exhaust molecules cooled by expatision or, as we have in fact already showrt
to agree with observation, of one or more such species with the locai atmospheric gas.
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Arguing against the first idea are the fact that no cheniluininous reaction is known to proceed

at a significant rate at the relatively low temperatures (Ref 18) of the expanded combustion
gases after a few s, and that the volume emission rates are highest near the outer edges of such
glows where the densities of this gas are much lower than toward their center

(Ref's 12,18,21,22). (This latter finding also rules against radiation from a metastable exhaust
species.) In consequence we pursue the hypothesis that the luminosity is due to a reaction of a
lower-thermospheric component such as the highly labile, abundant O( 3P) atoms with either
one of the major combustion products in Table 2c or exhaust constituents present at lower

concentrations.
Excitative reaction of atomic oxygen with an aluminum compound outgassing from

smoldering solid-composite propellant has in fact been advanced (Ref 23) to explain the
geometrically and temporally similar visible glow produced by a Nike-Hydac engine
(Lockheed Propulsion 9.4-KS-10200, 5700 kgf thrust) well after burnout. This booster stage
of the "Precede" experiment left a photographable wake trail after it reached -88 km. (A
preliminary analysis of the partially-documented data set suggests that the persistence of the
glow depends on the total air density as well as [0], that is, that the radiating species is

coliisionaily quenched at the lower excitation altitudes.)
A comparison of the visible-radiance distributions measured at AMOS furthermore

iml)licitly assumes that the spectral distribution of the emission is about the same while both
thrusters were operating and during the Antares after-burn, that is, that the excitation process
remains the same for the conditions. This assumptioil is justified if 1) the two solid propellants

exhaust the same relative amount(s) of chemiluminescent-reaction species, and 2) the products
of smolder are evolved primarily from continuing combu:;tion of pieces of the previously-

continuous solid composite (the inner propellant-container lining of fiberglass and buna rubber
also slowly "burns").

Exhautst lransport and Scaling. To address properly this chemiluminescence issue,
information about the spatial distribution of the combustion gases is needed. Guidancc is
a ailable from standard explosion theory, as well as from numerical calculations of the
transport of rocket exhaust gases; Ref 12, for example, refers specifically to the early
hydrodynamics of the Antares exhaust (but does not lend itself to heuristic scaling of the flow
to later tinres). Particularly applicable are the similarity solutions for chenlical explosions at
high altitudes (Ref's 18,24) (which agree with the photographic observations of for example
aluminized grenades (Ref 25)), and models of releases of gas from high-velocity spacecraft

(Ret 22).
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Above a critical ratio of [explosion energy released per unit ambient pressure]" 3 to

[collision mean free path], a Rankine-Hugoniot shock forms; the energetic self-colliding

explosion-product gas, whose density and temperattlre decrease outward, sweeps out (and in

doing so heats) virtually all thý- -ir in a volume proportional to [energy/pressure]; and the later

transport of the explosion anu background gases is essentially diffusive. In spherically-
symmetric blasts (Ref's 18,Z6,27) the radius of this initial-scale or pressures-equalization

volume, after a few moderate-amplitude osciiltions, reaches 0.21 [energy/pressure]1 13. As
input energy decreases and altitude--i.e., mean free path--increases the shock becomes thicker,
increasing the fractional volume of the explosion gas in contact with the atmosphere; and

eventually this boundary becomes undefined.

This relatively standard continuum-flow modeling (all flow quantities varying similarly

with distance from the explosion, Ref's 18,24,26) has been found to give reasonably accurate
predictions of the hydrodynamic growth of chemical--and even nuclear--explosions in tile

atmosphere. (For example, in experiment "Firefly Jeannie" (Ref 18) 18 kg of

cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine ("RDX"-CsNO 3-Al) was exploded at 108.7 km altitude; this

pressures-equalization radius (interpreted as 1/2-/2 times the stationary width of a decaying

Gaussian radiance distribution whose total enclosed area is preserved) was 0.47 kim. With the
energy released by this explosive taken as the expected 800 cal/g, 0.47 km is in accord with

the model prediction. The theory can be extended to transport of tile rocket-combustion
products by considering the bum as a "line" explosion with cylindrical symmetry (Ref's

27,28). Since the average outward speed at which the initial-scale radius is established

exceeds the velocity of the Strypi-XI during the Antares operation and smolder (and also

during much of the Star 27 burn), this approach can be expected to be only approximate: that

is, the line does not detonate simultaneously everywhere, but the processes also have attributes

of a temporal sequence of point (sphericaily-symmetric) explosions, in part into already-

disturbed air.
With this straightforward approach the initial equilibration radius becomes proportional

to [energy released per unit length/ambient pressure]"' (Ref's 27,28). Applying this

dependence to the Antares exhaust volume between 108.2 and 110.9 km altitude (taking into

account the aforementioned measured decrease in engine thrt'st over this 25- to 30-s burn
period), we find that this radius would increase by only about 15%. Such a small change is

within the error of definition of the "edges" of the transverse photocurrent traces across tie

aged trail in Fig. 7, which are being altered by diffusion with simultaneous chemical

consumption--and, perhaps more importantly, represent line-of-sight column sums of products

of concentrations of the two reactive gases (weighted by a perhaps temperature-dependent rate

coefficient) rather than solely of combustion-product molecule concentrations. Similarly the
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profiles of the 3 s-old volumes over the broader range of deposition altitudes (in Fig. 4) agreeý
with this simple scaling rule within the accuracy with which they can be measured. (The
bifurcated glowing region uip to 25 s after ignition, since it stems from the initial azimuthal
nonuniformity of the propellant burn pattern--as we hypothesize later--, would not be expected
to show the same scaled lateral dimensions.)

More significantly, this scaling applied to the transverse extent of visible glow from the
lower-power, higher-altitude Star 27 gives agreement with this average from the late Antares
burn. If we interpret the pressure-equilibration radii as the intercepts of lines tangent to the
straight segments of the radiance profiles on the dark-current baseline (a plausible definition of
the "contact surface" separating thc two gases), the observed mean proportionality factors for
the Antares averaged over 10'8.2 - 110.8 km and for the Star 27 at 118.5 km are 0.215 and
0. 19 respectively. In view of the potential error from this definition of the radius at which the
two gases contact and in measuring thcse positions fromn the noisy video imiages, as well as
from the model atmosphere and the energy deposition rates along the trajectory (which we
took from post-flight rocket thrust profiles), the match can be considered satisfactory. The
fact that this experirnentally-determined proportionality factor is close to the 0.21 observed
fromn spheric.Oly-syrrnimtriz, basts (Ref 18) (even when the small correction for the differenlce
in radius increment that produces the samne change in gas volume is applied) reinforces the
above-mientioned idea that combustion of the rocket propellant exhibits characteristics of a
sequence of point shock-producing explosions. Tlhis numerical factor should be interpreted
only as a heuristic, lumpe-d-paramecter figure for scaling the emitting volume.

Extension of this principle to the Antares smolder is hampered by both the energy
deposition rates being only approximately known and the fact that the outward distance over
which the gas di ffuises very quickly becomes comparable with the observed small initial ratdius
(so that this equilibration radiuis is not well dlefined experimentally). An estimate of the
longitudinal deposition rate, which implicitly assumes that the ratio of engine power output to
mass of glow-producing reactant exhausted per second is the same after. and before burnout,
can be mnadc from the measured visible light emission rates (which are in the ratio 1:20) and
decay lifetimes. If we take the radiation tine scales to be domninated by chemical consumption
in the smolder voluime and by fluid-flow from burn, and assume the residual thrust to remain
the samne at 114.5 kmn as near Ill kni, the energy deposited per unit length at 114.5 km would
lbe closely (1/20) -(3.5/13) timies the average between 108.2 and 110.8 km-f. Following the
procedut~re for chemical trail releases in the uipper atmnosphere (Ref 20), we adopt the intercept
oin the ordlinate in F-ig. 12~b to define the transverse distance at which the pressures equilibrate.
The ratio of' this radiuIs to [smolder energy deposition/lI 14.5-kin air presstirel'/2 is then, 0. 17.
(The reasonablc a~reernent of this p~roportionality factor with that derived for operation of the



solid rocket motors should not be given too much credence, as it is based on a not fully

dezensible exhaust energy deposition rate.)

The luminous volume resulting from the much weaker and somewhat higher-altitude
"explosion" of smolder almost immediately exhibits a rounded profile because the contact

surface with ambient air is many -3-m collision mean free paths thick (Ref's 21,26); in

contrast with the propellant burns, the reservoir of dense exhaust gas near the rocket trajectory

almost immediately encounters reactive 0 atoms. Hence the depletion rate of the
chemiluminescence-producing combustion species is greater than when an atmosphere-

sweeping-out front develops, in which case chemical consumption must await diffusive
intermixing of the two gases. This principle is fuirther supported by the observation by the
satellite-borne ultraviolet camera of a several 10's-second (exponential) decay of peak radiance

in the large initial exhaust-deposition region (Ref 16), which is in the direction expected from
its low ratio of surface to volume.

We ascribe this early-developing irregular luminosity and succeedin;g few seconds of

transversely separated but otherwise relatively smooth glow (refer to Fig. 1) to nonuniform

combustion of the Antares propellant. Indeed, the number of discrete-appearing "cells" in the
prominent and persisting rough-surfaced region is comparable with the number of points in the

cross-section of the propellant grain. (No change in velocity that would lead to a transition

from turbulent to laminar flow into the stationary atmosphere is taking place during this initial
bum period.) The edges of this region move outward at much less than molecular-diffusion
speeds because, like those of the smoother luminescence, they are being chemically eroded. A

rudimentary such initial bright patch appears in the video photographs of the Star 27 burn (see

Fig. 15), nonuniform in radiance but with about the same diameter as the later-developing

exhaust column; presumably, this smaller thruster engine had relatively weaker startup

transients.
The rounded finger that extends from the irregular region as a seeming retrograde

extension of the early-developing quasicylinder(s) is due to the high-pressure exhaust gas
expanding axially into undisturbed air, at or near the sound speed. This gas is confined

radially by the background air that it has compressed.
We note that not only would solid-composite motors having other chemical

compositions and grain configurations exhibit both different rcsidual thrusts and relative
outputs of reactive molecules, but also individual Antares (and Star 27) units would be

expected to burn somewhat differently. The hydrodynamic scaling here would apply to the

pre- and post-diffusion-period radius of the visible glow for a given spatial rate of energy

deposition, and oily indirectly addresses the issue of light yields.
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Cherniuminous Reaction. We look, then, for reaction processes of one or nore exhaust

species that lead to the following measurements.

1) Lifetime against chemical consumption 31/2 s at 1 141/2 km a ,ttide (where the smolder

gases can be considered uniformly mixed with the atmosphere). If the ambient reactant is

0, whose concentration is 2 x 10ll atoms cun3 , this figure would indicate a bimolecular rate

coefficient for disappearance of the exhaust reactant of ([2 × 1011 O m-3' . [3.5 s])- 1 - 1'/ X
10-12 cm 3 S-1.

2) Column visible-light emission rates from Antares burn of order 10-8 W/cm 2 sr - 2 X
1011 photons/cm2-column s (see Fig. 11). This figure indicates volume emission rates in the

outer "annulus" near 5 X 106 photons cn-3 s-1.

A further observation, from Ref 16, is

3) Column blue and near-ultraviolet emission rates somewhat less than 10-8 W/Cm 2 sr. In

view of the higher mean photon energies in this <4500A wavelength region, the

corresponding yield of photons is less than that in the visible region to which the AMOS

camera responds.

A further useful input to the anlysis is the concentration of all exhaust molecules in the

essentiall, stable, 1.2 kin-diameter Antares cylinder (see Table 2c). This concentration
initially decreases rapidly with radial distance from the trajectory (Ref 18) and has a mean of

(2 x 1021 per cm of trajectory)/(7r [1.2/212 kin 2) - 8 X 10II cm-3 .

A review of the chemiluminous reactions of the more abundant combustion products of

solid composite motors with oxygen and nitrogen failed to identify any that proceed

sufficiently rapidly at the low temperatures reached in the expanded exhaust to agree with

these observations. While radiation from CO 2 (OB2 - EX i•) results when CO combines with

0, this "blue flame" pseudocontinuum is brightest in the near-ultraviolet, and--more

important--the rate coefficient for even the non-luminous three-body reaction (Ref 29) falls

several orders of magnitude short of producing the volume emission rates measured by both

the AMOS and LACE cameras. Similarly the well-known yellow-green glow from

recombination to NO,* can be ruled out because it would require unrealistically large amounts

of NO in the exhaust.

In contrast, some small molecules that contain Al atoms are known to react
exothermically with oxygen in both the atmosphere (Ref's 25,30) and laboratory (Ref's 31,32)

to produce closely-packed electronic bands (they resemble a cortinuumn) that extend from the

near-infrared to a short wavclcngth cutoff just below 3400A (3.7 eV). This limit corresponds

to the association energy of AIO molecules with ground-state 0 atoms to form A10 2. As

1ig. 14 shows, the spectral distribution resulting from this process is consistent with the
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above-mentioned observation that the wake trail emits more energy at the S..20R wavelengths
to which the AMOS camera responds than in the blue and near-UV where the LACE satellite
("tracker") camera is sensitive. (Furthermore the cutoff is to tile red of the response region of
the inherently less-sensitive LACE "plume" cameras, which as mentioned failed to detect a

wake trail from the Antares.)
Radiation with sensibly the same spectrum and persistence (-2 - 100 s) was observed

when Al was released between -90 and 200 km at night 1) bound in trimethyl aluminum
(AI(C113)3), 2) as a component of CsNO 3 aluminumi-powder burners (which are in effect

miniaturized solid composite rocket motors), and 3) contained in explosives (Ref's 25,30).
(Control TNT/RDX grenades without Al granules produced no such glow.) In addition, as
best as can be determined from the uncalibrated images reported in Ref 23 the exponential
lifetime of the aforementioned chemiluminescent wake of the burned-out Nike-Hydac solid-

propellant motor was 1/2 s at 102 km and 1 s at 108 kim; these are consistent with the 31/2 s
"Hchemical" lifetime that we measured at about a scale height above the latter reaction altitude.

The current conclusion (Ref 32) from these in-atmosphere experiments and supporting
laboratory measurements is that the upper state(s) of the transition is excited in a substitution
reaction XA1O + 0 - AI0 2('B2 ) + X. The weakly-coup!ed adduct X is thought to derive
from reaction-generated or rocket-contaminant F120 (Ref 31) (insofar as the visible glow is
prominent in the presence of water vapor). Other candidate reaction-stabilizing species that
may be bound to A10 are OH, Cl compounds, H, or even another AIO molecule.

A lower limit to the effective rate coefficient for producing visible radiation from this
reaction is 10-13 cm 3/s (Ref 32). This figure is as expected less than the P'/2 X 10-12 c 3/s
that we derived from the rate of decrease (in item 1) on p. 24), which refers to the
consumption reactions of the trace exhaust species, only some fraction of which would be

expected to result in populationi of excited electronic state(s) of the product. An extrapolation
from the visible emission spectrum of A10 2 formcd by recombination-substitution (and

experience. with other triatomic oxides) leads to the prediction that an about equal number of
photons is emitted in the near infrared; refer to Fig. 14. In addition the AMOS camera also

does not respond to the -5% (of the total) ultraviolet photons. Thus the ratio of inferred rate
coefficient for consumption of XAIO to tile rate coefficient for producing photons in the
visible wavelength range has an tipper limit of somewhat under 10. Combining these figures
and those stated above, we find that an upper limit to the mean initial concentration of XAIO
in the exhaust "column" is 2.1 • 10 . (5 x 106 photons cn-3 s-I) - (3 5 s) - 4 X 108 cm- 3.

This approximate figure represents 5 x 10-4 of all tlie molecules exhausted from the engine,
which is in tile range expected for "trace" combustion species.
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Ficure 14. Relative spectral response in photon units of the various instruments used to view
the Antares trail compared with the spectrum of emission from the reaction of
TMA with atomic oxygen. The S-20R response includes atmospheric
transmission from space to AMOS.

Such very low absolute concentrations relative to ambient 0 (see Fig. 3) show that the

luminescence-producing reactant being depleted is XA10 (or its precursor). Furthermore the

high radiances measured rule against a s;inificant contribution from reactions involvi'ig minor

atmospheric species (such as 03). We note also that the resulting concentrations cf ground-

state AIO are orders of" magnitude too low to make the exhaust volumes optically thick to the

multiple overlapping band radiations; the obvious limb brightenings arc further evidence that

the glow is optically thin (as assumed in this analysis).

Concludim! Comments

Chemiluminescent reactions of an incompletely identified polyatom ic minor species in

their exhaust gas is the source of the - 10-s persisting visible wake trail from the Strypi-XI

solid thrusters, as they traverse the oxygen atom-rich lower thermosphere. A similar glow
along the trajectory of (at least) one further broadly similar rocket engine has also been

photographed, and imay be common to aluminum-granule fuel propellants. The light yields

would of course depend on the output of the reactant(s) from the high-temperature combustion
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(or later reactions among the cooler exhaust gases). For Antares the fractional concentrmtion
of this chemiluminous species is less than 5 X 10 -4 and the time-integrated energy yield
(including that from the near-IR and -UV transitions in the quasicontinnuun from A102*) is

0.15 %, with estimated accuracy + a factor 2½.
The lateral dimensions of such glows scale to tile power output and pressure altitude of

the rocket motor roughly as predicted from "similarity" hydrodynamics of static explosions in
the high atmosphere (Ref 18). The surface brightnesses of the trail are controlled by reactive

flow of the exhaust gas and the ambient O(IP) atoms, which are pushed out by the exhaust of
full engine burn but are almost immediately intermixed with smolder exhaust [at the altitudes
of the Bow Shock 2/UV Diagnostic Experiment). Antares developed a broad, irregUlar
luminous region surrounding the -2 km of its flight path just after ignition kniost probably

stemming from engine startup transients), and later showed a relatively smooth and stable
column along its trajectory (and also extending several km in the retrograde direction). The

quite obvious limb enhancements and longer than "chemical" decay times of the surface
radiances are due to sweepout of the atmospheric reactant by the denser exhaust gas.

The absolute visible radiances that we measured from AMOS, with the generally lower
blue and near-ultraviolet radiances from the spaceborne camera, are consistent with the
interpretation that A10 2 ('B2) is responsible for the luminosity. A comparable number of
1 lI-m asymmetric-stretch (1'3) cascade photons would also be emitted, since a large fraction of
the transitions to the ground electronic state of A1O2 termiiate on its vibrationally excited

states; thus this LWIR radiance component is of order 2 x 10-10 W/cm 2 sr. However as the
rate of pumping of AlO2t by earthshine and solar radiation is low due to the small oscillator
strengths of its vibrational fundamentals (for 001-000, -10-7), any persisting infrared
background from this minor species would be weak.

The absolute brightnesses and rates of emission per unit axial length indicated in

Fig's. 11 and 16 quantify the scene presented by the Antares combustion to
surveillance/tracking sensors between 0.38 and 0.67 pim, and are a basis for estimates of the
accompanying infrared radiant intensities from A10 2. These yield rates initially decrease with
exponential lifetimes near 10 s at the atmospheric pressures and oxygen atom concentrations of

the Strypi-XI. Since they depend on the altitude profile of [0], they would vary with
geophysical conditions (and furthermore they may decrease with decreasing altitude due to
quenching of AlO2* by collisions with N2 , 02, and 0). This scale time would later decrease,
by somewhat less than an order of magnitude, as the emission process becomes dominated by

chemical reactions rather than physical transport, as at very early times in the wake trail
produced by the Antares after-burn.
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The amplitudes and characteristic scale lengths of the fluctuations in visible-near IR

radiance of the trail ("chltte,") can be directly taken from these AMOS video images, and also

lend themselves to extrapolation to longer wavelengths. In addition a straightforward

extension of the hydrodynamic calculations applied here would provide the distributions in

space and time of density and temperature of the combustion gases, which with their relative

concentrations of the several infrared-active m'iolecules in Table 2e leads directly to the thermal

spectral radiances of the exhaust volumes. That is, "calibration" of the cylindrical-symmetry

reactive flow model from these visible-emission data applies in determining the persisting

infrared signature of the trail left by the Strypi-XI (and similar) solid thruster engines.

Rocket experiments over a broader range of exhaust deposition altitudes, with much

longer-duration staring and wider field camera views (plus of course measurement of the

emission spectrum), would fuirther validate the dependence of the radiance distributions and

lifetimes on 10], total air density, and thruster pxover output.
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SECTION 2

INFRARED RADIATION FROM INTERACTION OF THE

ROCKET EXHAUST GASES WITH THE ATMOSPHERE

Introduction

The Strypi-XI carrying the Bow Shock 2/UV Diagnostic Experiment produced the short

wavelength infrared radiation patters shown in Fig. 15 (as well the visible wake addressed in

Section 1) during its third-stage engine burn, when it reached its highest velocities. PL/WSSI
photographed this short-lived glow from AMOS with a long-focus PtSi photodiode array

camera separately tracked from the 30-field video camera that photographed thra wake trail.

The representative SWIR frames show a feature that gives the initial impre~ssion of being

shocked air surrounding the substantially brighter cloud of hot alumina particles exhausted
from the heterogeneous solid-composite Star 27 thruster then operating. Included for reference

in Fig. 15 are images of the visible thermal emission from this droplet trail made with a 3.00

diagonal field video camera coaligned with the infrared imager, and of the less intense but

much more widespread and persisting chemiluminescent wake trail from the Star 27 burn. The

limb-enhanced outer radiating volurme can be seen to be above the threshold of the PtSi remote

sensor only when the velocity of the Strypi-XI exceeded 3.3 km/s (at 118tA km altitude) and

--in particular--its thruster engine was operating.

We report in this Section the phenomenology and radiance distributiens of this outer

infrared glow--as we w*Il designate it prior to showing that it indicates the "bow shock" of

posigrade-d~rected rocket exhaust gas--, and interpret how it is excited. That the SWIR

emission is related to the much larger wake from primz.lily-visible chemiluminescence of a

component of this gas, rather than due to heating and concomitant changes in state of ambient

air associated with the flowfield around the hard Strypi-XI body, is illustrated by the
composite photograph from the two coaligned cameras Fig. 16. While the similarity solution

for high altitude explosions introduced ina Section 1 provides useful physical insight into the

interaction of the energetic exhaust gases with the atmosphere, we have limited its application

here pending receipt of detailed numerical flowfield calculations specific to the Star 27 firing

and trajectory conditions (which in Ref 12 are stated as having been completed).

Experiment

Flight Paramceteq. As mentioned in Section 1, the Strypi-XI assembly consisted of a Castor

1 booster augmented by two small thrusters, Antares Ila second stage (both of which separated

after burnout), and Star 27 (Morton Thiokol TE-M-616) third stage. This last metal!ized solid
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MATS Visible 242 s PtSi Aritures 18 1 s

S~~() 20 ~Boresight Visible

PtSi Sa27B)20s(C) 262 s (D) 265 s

(E) 270 s 1F 7 (G) 279 s

Fiure 15. Typical pilotocut rent-contoure(1 platinlum silicide CCD fimages of thle ouCter (loW
and al umni na 1)articlilate exhaust froml the Strypi-XI thruste~r enigines, with
intenisified %b ideo photographs of this p~article cloud and (at laroer scale anid lower
radianice threshold) the persistingp wake trail. The diagonal field of view of the
infrared tracking camera averagyes 250 m at the range of the traxueclorv, whose
direction is within 20'" from nlormal to thle linle Of Sighlt froml the AMIOS optical
station. Individual frames from the "tar 27 burn are ide~ntified inl Table 3 and
Fi-'s 18 - 21, and the wav'elength rang-e of these images is show) inl Fig. 23.
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rucket motor propelled the vechicle at closely 3" depression angle foem 11i9 km altitudle, in a
flight path with v'iew p)tOjectiofls fromi AMOS illustratedl ini Fig. 17 (an extension of Fig. 2).
After coastin., to 105 kint, the S'trypi-XI executed an about right angle turn to the southeast thiat

too~k its powered trajectory between '22"~ and -81A` from normal to the rrollid based Ptsi
imager's line of' sight at elevation angles - 19") and range -250 kin during thc 22) s that the
infrared glow remained above detection threshold.

Figures 18 - 21 and Table 3 are plots and at tabulation of the dependence on altitude (or
where more appropriate time aftcr ignition or launch) of experiment parameters that could
affect the measured infrared radiance patterns: Sity/fi-XI velocity and Mach number, engine
thrust, arnd pitcli/yaw/total angle of attack (the spin rate about its long axis was 1.56 revs/s)-,
(4mbwiet-aimosp~ere density, concentrations of oxygen atoms twnd vibrationally-radiative milnor

species (expanding on thie plot in F-ig. 3), and sound speed; and came'ra slant range and view

aspect angle to the trajectory (i.e., niot to the long axis of the vehicle-, see Fig's. 210 and 227).
We calculated the primary altitude profiles in Fig. 21 from the MISIS model (Ret' 15) for the
geop~hysical condlitionfs of Bow Shock 2 (as in Fig. 3), and took concentrations of the :ess-

abundant nonhoinopolar moleculcs fronm the literature compilation in Ref 33. The mecan free

path averaged over ambient species at (hie 115 kmi "midrange" altitude of' the Star 27. scaled
from the U.S. Standard Atmosphere listing to the total air density predicted by MSIS is 2.0 ni

(Ref L .,eud ailod ass'i-' harldr sphere .,oiiisions. andi so

may u nde rest imiate this i mlorianw quantity at Celvat",! temperatures); the corresponding
averagedl ditfusioni coetlficient in thie undlisturbedl atmosp~here at 115 km- ii-, closely 10 X
10"6 cm12/s. Trajectory and related supporting information conmes from the post-flighi

housekeeping dlata dlistrib~uted1 to the Bow Shock 2,/UV Diagnostic Experiment p)articipezis.

Thruister Engine. The Stir 27 propellant consists of 72% by weight ammorium perchloratc
ox id1izer and 16% aluminum-granule fuel in 12% carboxy -terminated pxlybuladienc binder
Curedi with epoxy resin and MAPO. Its calculated exhaust prope-rtios (by engine-pe,,rformance
models that assumec thern-lal equilibrium at the exit plarle; see Ref 12l) aie in later Table 4.
Major combustion p~rodlucts are 3111/, by wveighIt A120O~ in - microns-diamctter liquid/solid
particles and (in decreasing mole fraction) 1-1,, CO, 11,)0, 1-iCI, N1, and CO-) molecules; thle
minor species mentioned in Section 1 (see Trable 2) are also expected to be present. A miass

flow rate that averaged 9.2 kg/s (includitng the condensed alumina particles) ait 2.93 kmi/s
relative to the engine produced thie thrust profile shown in Fig. 19, which was determined by
the f'ield sup~port group .'rom the measured acceleration and calculated remaining mass oi thle
strylpi-XI.
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Figure 17. Sout,,-,ookin, view of the trajectory in the lBow Shock 2/UV !\)iagnostic

Experiment. (More dkiailed flight data airc in T'ahble 3 and Fig's I8 - 21.) The

Star 27 burns at -100 km closer to AMOS than the Antares (see Fic. 2).
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Table 3. Star-27 trajectory parairieters*

Time Range
PISi after Aspect Angle to Strypi-XI

Camera Liftoff Altitude to AMOS AMOS Velocity Air Density
Imag•e [s] [ knij [degrees]- . kml [kin s-1) [10-11 g cm-31

** 181.0 108.4 37.0 2.05 13.1

235.0 119.2 34.7 315.0
Ignition 239.0 119.0 (Apogee)

240.0 119.0 31.7 306.4 2.63 1.91
245.0 118.7 28.4 299.0
250.0 118.1 24.2 292.9

118.0 3.14 2.19

A 253.0 117.6 21.9 3.28 2.33
255.0 117.4 20.3 287.7

117.0 3.50 2.54
B 260.0 116.5 14.2 281.4 3.65 2.75
C 262.0 116.1 11.2 3.81 2.98

116.0 3.85 3.01
1) 265.0 115.5 6.7 276.5 4.01 3.31

115.0 4.20 3.62
Et' 270.0 114.3 .0 274.8 4.47 4.17

114.0 4.58 4.40
113.0 4.96 5.38

F 275.0 112.9 - 8 .3 t 276.7 4.97 .5.50
G 279.0 112. i -12.9 5.04 6.44

(Burnout)
280.0 111.5 -16.3 283.0

111.0 5.05 8.01
110.0 5.06 9.75

285.0 109.9 -23.8 292.1
290.0 108.2 -31.2 305.6

"*Refer also to Fig. 18 and Table 2.

"*Antares photograph in Fig. 15.

'Minus signifies retrograde direction from normal at 0 degrees.
t+,Refer to Fig's. 24 and 25.
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When the outer infrared glow first became above threshold of the AMOS imager the
forward velocity of the suborbital vehicle thus exceeded this initial retrograde gas velocity, by
0.35 kn/s--very close to the sp!ýed of sound in the ambient atmosphere. The combustion gas
has mean molecular weight 20.2 and additional internal and kinetic energy corresponding to its
1507K kinetic temperature and 1.292 ratio of specific heats (these thermodynamic properties

are also calculated, and have not been directly measured; see Ref 12). This latter energy in
fact exceeds the directed translational energy of the exhaust molecules relative to the static
atmosphere over the period when infrarea emission was lmeasured. As Table 2 shows, the
Antares engine has -4 x greater thrust than the Star 27, and 650K higher temperature gaseous
exhaust with typically factor-2 different relative abundances of the same principal chemical
species (except HCI, which is an order of magnitude lower). Despite the comparable directed
energy of this gas relative to the atmosphere at the up to 2.6 km/s velocities of this second
stage Strypi-XI operation, the Antares produced no outer infrared glow above the sensitivity

threshold of the AMOS imager.

Onboard and Spaceborne Optical Sensors. Inside the nose of the Strypi-XI was an array of
ultraviolet-sensitive spectrometers and filter radiometers--the "UV Science Package"--viewing

both the exhaust flowfield-related emissions by means of optical fields extended Outward on
erectable periscooes and ram-hemisphere air shocked by thie hypervelocity hard body (and

perhaps exhaust gases). A diagram showing the pointing directions of these instruments and
+be dimensions of the nose (310 cm from the exit plane of the Star 27 engine) and aeroshell

_'k't appears in Fig. 22. Preliminary results from these onboard sensors include observation

of the expected A - X bands of NO from the windward air volume when the Bo.v Shock
vehicle was at altitudes below 93 km (Ref's 9,10), and Unexpectedly high (- 10-9 W/crn 2 sr)

radiances from the Antares and Star 27 wake volumes in the field of an outboard 23G ±
25 nm-sensitive photometer pointed 25" from its long axis (Ref's 12,13). The latter has been

provisionally interpreted as Cameron-band emission fromn essentialIy-mctastable CO(a 311r)

molecules (0.008 s lifetime, thus with 23 m exponential radiative path if as expected they

originate from the combustion volume). The SWIR radiances, as we will see, are many orders
of magnitude greater than these UV radiances and the visible radiances reported in Section 1.

The ultraviolet emissions from the region within a few Strypi-XI lengths were also

"imaged" at low spatiai resolution by the LACE satellite-borne multispectral camera
(Ref 16), detailed results from which are pending. As the data so far released appear to be
dominated by intense thermal emission from the particulate exhaust, we do not discuss them
further here.
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Infrared Camera!. The IR imager (Ref's 34,35) is based on the AF Rome Air Development
Center-developed platinum silicide Schottky-barrier photovoltaic detector (Ref 36), a
monolithic CCD array (now RCA/TA 11367) with 64 vertically X 128 elements each 80 imm x
40 tam with 50 lsm x 25 ,am active area. A flat tertiary mirror reflected the light beam from
the secondary mirror of the 1.6 in AMOS "MOTIF" telescope into the camera, which was
mounted on the side Blanchard surface of the telescope; a refractive lens then relayed a 3 arc
.:inute square field of view onto this image plane. Nominal aperture ratio of the imager's

optical system is f/6. Drift in apparent trajectory direction that results from the changing right
ascension required to maintain track by the astronomical mount is small in the video replay
compared with the regular oscillation due to the coning motion of the Strypi-XI body (Fig.
20), with whose long axis the bright particulate exhaust aligns. The decreasing-then-increasing
range from AMOS (Table 3) produces a maximum variation of 6% in image scale among the
Star 27 frames reproduced in Fig. 15, which we corrected out when reducing the image data.
The corresponding component of scale along the trajectory vector, which would be the
symmetry axis of optical radiation patterns were the thrust, velocity, and long axis of the body
coaligncd, varies over an 11% range.

The PtSi photodiode array was cryocooled to 65K and operated at a readout rate of
30 exposures/s, with automatic baseline subtraction and cmpensation for response
nonuniformities across its imaged field. Its output currents are recorded with 12 bit precision,

8 bits of which is converted to a standard analog video signal/display. We assume here that
these photocurrents remain directly proportional to irradiances at the pixels at the far below

saturation irradiances produced by the outer glow. Figure 23a (from Ref 4) shows the intrinsic
spectral response of this photodetector corrected for attenuation by a short wavelength cutoff

cold filter in the optical system of the camera, and the transmission along the 190-elevation
atmospheric path between mountaintop observatory and infrared glow. (The telescope mirrors

and final lens are spectrally fiat over the wavelength range shown.) We calculated this
transmission using LOWTRAN 5 (Ref 37) for a clear low-latitude standard atmosphere with
23 km sea-level visibility, a goo'd approximation to the conditions that obtained during the
Bow Shock 2 experiment period. Figure 23b, the product of these two factors, represents the

spectral sensitivity of the AMOS infrared imager as moderated by the intervening air mass; it
responds principally to photons with wavelengths between the CO 2 P3 fundamental at 4.3 uim

and the H)O stretch modes-CO 2 intercombination bands near 2.7 um, with "wings" to the red

and blue.

To assess the absolute radiometric response of the camera to the extended infrared

source, we (1) applied its sensitivity to point sources stated in the AMOS users' handbook
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(Ref 11); (2) adopted data from its previous (1985) imaging of a control rocket exhaust-

interaction volume; (3) referenced to the estimated in-band radiance of the particulate exhaust

cloud at the downstream distance where its image photocurrents become equal to those from

the outer infrared glow; and (4) derived the measured mean scene brightness ab initio from the

noise equivalent irradiance of platinum silicide photovoltaics. The 3X noise equivalent

radiance (1) calculated from the nominal threshold of the camera for detecting stars, which

have "images" typically spread over 2 x 2 pixels or 2.4 x 10-11 steradians in object space

(Ref 11), was found to be 3 X 10-5 W/cm2 sr. In the earlier application of this PtSi camera

configuration (Ref 4) (2) we determined that the - 104 W/cm 2 sr SWIR radiance of Shuttle
Orbiter's sunlit body produced mid-range output currents, a figure satisfactorily close to thie

handbook value (1) for extended sources.

For the estimate of thermal radiance of the exhaust particles (3) we applied the (rather
gross) approximations that they have a uniform radius of 3 pm (Ref 38); are initially solid at

the 2300K A120 3 phase-transition temperature, where their emissivity averages 0.04 over the

AMOS camera's spectral band (Ref 39; it then decreases rapidly as they cool); lose internal

energy primarily by thermal radiation (heat transfer to/from the accompanying gaseous exhaust

appears small (Ref 12)); and are uniformly distributed in the cone indicated by the high-

resolution video image shown in Fig. 15. (This pattern indeed corresponds to the 340
effective engine nozzle opening illustrated in Fig. 22: the angle appears smaller in equi-

brightness contour presentations, which do not directly define the "edge" of diverging

streams.) The particle cloud furthermore is optically thin, as is the gas. The rate of loss of

heat energy by the individual particles then leads to a brightness of about 10-3 W/cm 2 sr in the

SWIR response band. Since this calculated result is sensitive to the poorly-known size

distribution, initial solid/liquid ratio (or enthalpy), and temperature-dependent spectral

emissivity of (partially-contaminated) A120 3 condensate, it is much less reliable than the other

three derived here.
For the last-mentioned estimate (4) we applied the PtSi detectivity of 1 X 1010

W/cm(Hz)'" at 3 p.m and 65K (Ref 40), which leads to unit signal/noise from 50 X

25 um pixels in one 1/30-s integration period for 2 X 10-7 W/c:n 2 irradiance. The transmitted

scene radiance that results in the observed mean signal/noise ratio of about 3 in the f/6

aperture ratio AMOS camera would then be 3 x (2 x 10 -7) x (4/?-) x (6)2 - 3 X 10-5

W/cn12 sr; this is in fact the same number as we derived by method (I). In view of the usual

other optical system losses and attenuation by the atmosphere we adopt twice this minimum
figure as the best-estimate of the "average" exoatmospheric radiance of the outer infrared glow

in its projection to AMOS.
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Since the mean radius and radial "thickness" of this isotropically-emitting volume are
about 40 mi and 15 in (as Fig's. 24 and 27 show) its tangential colunh n length would be -30 in.
Thus the mean volume emission rate producing this surface brightness becomes 2 x (3 x 10-5
W/cmr2 sr) X (4w sr)/(3000 cr) -. 2 x 10-7 Watts/cin 3 ; and since the energy of the infrared
quanta to which the filtered-PtSi detector responds averages 1/3 eV, this rate can alternatively
be expressed as (1/3)-f X (6 x 1018) X (2 X 10-7) - 1012'A photons cm-3 s-. This rather
large figure, which has a lc uncertainty range that we estimnate as + a factor 3. It refers to
midrange output currents produced by photons with wavelength near 3 Atm; SWIR features
strongly attenuated by the atmosphere would have still higher volume ernis.,on rates.

Visible Light-Sensitive Cameras. As mentioned above the video camera that produced the
higher spatial resolution image in Fig. 15 (Ref 11) was coaligned with the infrared sensor,
while the shorter focal length camera was on a differently-tracked 1.2 ni AMOS telescope
("MATS"). Nominal FWHM photon response of the two S-20R Intensified Silicon Intensifier
Target imaging photocathodes, corrected for attenuation by the 19" elevation-angle atmosphere
(which increases toward the blue), is 3850 to 6700A; refcr to Fig. 14. Enlargements of
Star 27 scenes from the much wider field of view (3Y-diagonal), more sensitive (f/5) camera to
the same scale as the two narrow-field imagers convey little information beyond that indicated
in Fig. 16.

The example frame in the top row of Fig. 15 from the 1.5-arc minm horizontal field f/20
camera has been demagnified to match the angular scale of its corresponding PtSi image. (Its

electronic gain was low, apparently to avoid excessive overexposure of the higher-thrust
second propulsion stage that had operated - I mini earlier.) These high-resolution photographs
lend themselves to validating predicting of the dynamics and cooling of the condensed particles
by the methods we have applied for quantifying AMOS images of control rocket exhaust
(Ref 6) and water ventings (Ref 7) from space shuttle (this task is to be done separately). We

use them here primarily to verify that the exhaust gas and condensed-droplet cloud are to a
satisfactory approximation decoupled beyond a few m from the engine exit plane, as is
qualitatively evident from the congruence of the beam at all Antares and Star 27 altitudes and
the absence of detectable lateral scattering of the particles.

Thcoretical Backgroi nd

The overexposed area of the SWIR images (instrumentally bloomed, and "reversed"
near the rocket vehicle) is as mentioned also due to thermal emission from this microns-scale
A1203 condensate (Ref's 12,13), as is further evidenced by its close geometric s;",l-arity to the
pattern of visible radiation recorded by the coaligned video system. (Limb enhancement is
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present in both wavelength bands, which is attributable to a nonuniform intitial angular

distribution of the droplets and perhaps enhanced coilisional cooling by the more dense

paraxial exhaust gas.) As alluded to just above, this long-focus camera is not sufficiently

sensitive to image !he lower-bri_0itness, much more widespread visible chemiluminescence

described in Section 1, which shows in Fig's. I and 15 as extending forward t., the Strypi-Xi

body.

In suppoit of the Bow SOlhock experiments program, nonequilibrium reactive-flow

calculations of the ultraviolet radiation intensities from air excited by a hypervelocity

elliptically-blhnted none with skirt-type afterbody were made (Ref's 41, 42 and ref's therein).

These were followed by a computational fluid-dynamical m.'Kdel of the densities and

temperatures of the gaseous and condensed components of the exhaust (and anibient air), from

which results for the Antares at 109.6 km and moving at 1.97 km/s [only) have been presented

(Ref 12). The initial UV Diagnostic Experiment planning focused on excitation of nitric oxide

gamma bands (A3E+. X) ve,- 2200A n' the high-tem',)erature air vohume near Ithe stagnation

streamline. Photometers sensitive to some of the tilttaviolet electronic bands from other

species prominent in laboratory air shocks (such as OH, N2 +, CO, and CN) were also fielded

as part of the Ultraviolet Science Package.

The cloar association of the outer SWIR glow with the Star 27 engine burn shows that

it results from the flow of combustion products, rather than passage of the Strypi-XI body.

The calculated densities and icnlptcretures of this exhaust gas and the air that it sweeps out and

heats can in principle be post-processed to estimate the rates of vibrational emission from pre-

existing and newly created molecules (see Fig. 20 and Table 4). As of now, however, neither

the planning for or the initial UV spectroradiometry results from Bow Shock direatly associate

this outer glow observed from AMOS with known infrared transitions. As mentioined above.

vxc make use Cf the information presented i-i Ref 12 on the lower Strypi-XI-velocity Antares

burn (predictions for the Star 27 are reported as performed but are not yet relea:,ed),

These engine exhaust gases initially push out and compress the local atmosphere

somewhat like a large (compared with the vehicle diameter) elastic body (Ref's 18,21,22,26).

The numerical flowfield calculations for Antares predict maximum kinetic temperatures of

order 2800K in the "contact surface" where this expanding, but not yet posigrade-directed, gas
is reheated as it piles up and incorporates ambient air. As we will show after assigning

numerical values to the AMOS images, the radial thickness and outward velocity of the

observed infrared-emitting volume are at least semiquantitatively consistent with the expected

behavior of this interface. Furthermore, as is suggested by the comparison in Fig. 16 of

spatial distributions of the SWIR and the visible wake emissions, these data lead to the

conclusion that one or more of the above-mentioned combustion gases is being excited, rather
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than that the glow is a result of the thermodynamic properties of strongly-shocked air at tile
113 - 117 km altitbdes of Bow Shock 2.

Image Data

Qualitative Overview. The infrared photographs labeled A - G in Fig. 15 are single 1/30 s
PtSi camera frames from which all 8-frame average scene-plus-detector noise baseline,
recorded just before the Star 27 engine ignited, has been subtracted. Further efforts to coadd
and otherwise process these images resulted in small improvements in signal/noise, the
principal limitation being the inisregistration noted just below. Test computer projections of
hollow cones showed that the effect of the narrow range of aspect angles to the trajectory on
the measured spatial distributions is so small compared with errors in reading the relative
radiances from the video records that it can be neglected. Local horizontal in Fig. 15 is
approximately 3P clockwise of the centerline of the off-scale A120 3 particle emission, and (as
Fig. 20 shows) the trajectory vector is generally a few degrees from the exhaust symmetry axis
in planes near-parallel and perpendicular to the view direction from AMOS.

The higher thrust Antare solid-propellant engine operated in the 35.4 s ending 48.6 s
before the Star 27 ignited, accelerating the Strypi-XI from 0.3 km/s to 2.6 km/s at upleg
altitudes between 105.2 and 110.9 knm (about one density scale height below tile third-stage
operation range); refer to Fig. 17 and 'rables I and 3. It has not inconsiderably different
calculated relative abun'ances of its gaseous species: in HC! (1/10 Star 27), H20 and CO 2

(1/3 Star 27), and CO and N2 (2 Star 27). The Antares stage remained within the field of the
infrared camera until 3 s before it burned out, always producing overexposed SWIR images of
the hot A120 3 particles such as the example in Fig. 15 as well as the 10's kim-long, several
s-persisting visible wake analyzed in Section 1. The particulate exhaust extends over a smaller
solid angle and appears to have a steeper gradient toward the retrograde end of its saturated

image area than that from the Star 27, because the Strypi-XI was then at longer range and
shallower aspect from AMOS, These infrared photographs of Antares show no evidence of an

outer glow.
Modulation of the angle of attack of the third Star 27 stage (caused by a low-velocity

collision with the still-smoldering jettisoned second stage; see Fig. 20) appears as a regular
angular oscillation of the overexposed image area in replays of both the infrared and visible-
light video frame.s. Tracking error introduces a further frame-to-frame jitter of typically 1/20
SWIR scene height and width (-5 microradians). These rotations and translations of the
images are sufficiently small to allow some smoothing of one-dimensional photocurrent traces
by coadding short sequences of frames. In practice, the higher dynamic range CCD output
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data from the original digital PtSi camera record (Ref 43) did not provide significantly better

signal/noise than the as-corrected and -reproduced analog video presentation.

The outer glow becomes just visually detectable over the normal fluctuations in scene
and dark-current baseline in the original of Frame A. Its mean brightness afterward increases,

and then shows a decrease in Frame F where the engine thrust--which, as in Section 1, we take

as the nominal rate of exhaust energy output--has fallen to about -% of its previous average (see

Fig. 19). Despite the increasing free-stream velocity and air density the glow volume then

goes below -.diance threshold just before Frame G, in which the i:hrust has decreased by about

another factor of 15, (This propellant burnout period is also to be treated separately.) The

mean lateral displacements of the radiance maximum decrease slowly over the data period,
with a dependence on Strypi-XI velocity and ambient density that we present below. In Frame

G, near total burnout, the length of A120 3-condensatc cloud that is off-scale in the infrared

images has fallen to 35 it from its previous aerage of 85 in; then as expected this thermally-

emitting region appears still smaller when thle Strypi-XI moves completely out of the field of

view within the next I s.

As is inteqrreted above, the high-resolution video camera detects only the visible gray-
body emission from this particulate exhaust. In the photographs from the higher-sensitivity
wide angle camera this inner quasiconical region is severely overexposed; the glow that we

have associated with the exhaust gases extends backward along the general direction of the
trajectory with limb brightening and a lateral width that approaches an asymptote at about 1
km upstream from the thruster as is shown in Fig. I and suggested by Fig. 16.

The images in Fig. 15 are in effect snapshots of a moving coordinate system, in which

an atmospheric "wind" blows toward the nose of the Strypi-XI at its velocities listed in

Table 3. IN consequence the time scale of events in the static reference frame of the

undisturbed atmosphere becomes shorter as this free-stream velocity increases from 3 to 5
km/s over the data period. The -10-3 g cm- 2 mass/area alumina droplets move largely

unimpeded by the accompanying gas (Ref 12 indicates that only their submicron component

experiences marginally significant lateral scattering). Since these particles emerge from the

engine at (calculated) 2.93 kmi's, their velocity along the trajectory relative to the outside

atmosphere or AMOS is in the direction of the Strypi-XI velocity in all the Star 27 images

included in Fig. 15; and since the radiating cloud exhibits essentially stationary behavior and

so can be considered attachled to the moving hard body, it provides a time scale applicable to
the region of image near the trajectory. In contrast the gaseous combustion products initially

expand laterally, at mean outer-surface speeds that generally exceed this retrograde droplet
velocity (Ref's 18,24,26,27), with the result that they are slowed by collisions with the

atmospheric (and previously-exhausted) molecules. The time scale at other points within this
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exhaust-gas volume can thus be determined only from a quantitative description of the

flowfield. Unfortunately both the velocity of the Strypi-XI and the densities of air and 0

atoms are increasing at roughly the same fractional rates over the data set, so that the effects of

these parameters on the geometry and brightncsses of the glow are not readily isolated by

purely heuristic means; hence the theoretical guidance presented below.

Figures 24 - 32 are numerical data extracted from the SWIR images, intended for

developing phenomenological descriptors of and semi-empirical scaling rules for the

photogrammetry and photometry of the outer glow. (We have limited this scaling effort in

view ,f the pending availability of information from the nunmerical model.) Since the

radiances--the experiment observable--are products of densities of chemical species and their

temperature-dependent reaction rate coefficients sum med along columns projected to AMOS

(after correction for transport of the resulting long-lived excited molecules), interpretation is

needed to relate theri to the three-dimensional flowfield. We apply principally the maxima of

these radiances, not because they have any greater physical significance than other image

descriptors such as gradients and positions of "edges" but because they are subject to less

measurement error (see in particular Fig. 24); furthermore the maxima represent a readily-

communicated element of the optical signature of the hypervelociky missile. We review first

the spatial distribution of brightness under a single set of Bow Shock 2 experiment conditions,

and then turn to the dependences on Strypi--Xl velocity and air density.

Reduction-Analysis of a Typical PWSi Camera Frainc. Figure 24 is a series of five adjoining

transverse pixel-averaged scans normal to tile symmetry axis in particularly high signal/noise,

perpendicular-to-trajectory viewed Frame E, when this velocity was 4.47 km/s and the altitude

114.3 km. Figures 25a and b show the magnitude and position of the photocurrent maximums

on the low-altitude side of the trajectory, where the glow appears brighter. The relative

radiances, taken as depending linearly on the incremental photocurrents, were determnined by

subtracting the extrapolated signal from the instrumentally bloomed exhaust-particles cloud.

This more or less subjective correction procedure can be seen to give progressively less

reliable results approaching the rocket engine. The distances from the symmetry axis of the

particles to the radiance maximum in the outer glow were read from these one-dimensional

traces by the image-processing computer, without correction for shifts that could be caused by

a sloping underlying background: nonetheless in praciice these data points align very closely

with those that we took manually from hard copy of the smoothed video scene. The outer

infrared glow appears to converge to the head of the reversed area of the images of tle droplet

cloud, which is perceivedly most overexposed and thus would be at or within a few m of the

thruster exit plane.
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As the initial slope in Fig. 25a indicates, the maximurr of the brightnesses initially

moves transverse to the trajectory at a constant velocity comparable with that of the Strypi-Xl

relative to the atmosphere. This contact suri'ace--as we provisionally interpret the locus of

radiance nmaximum--shiows first experimental evidence of departture from linear expansion at a

radial distance where the exhaust 7as has encountered very roughly 1/10 of its mass. We

return to this growth pattern after reviewing the images of the glow at further vehicle

velocities. 
"

Within the resolution of these rather noisy cross-track traces, the distance between half-

maximumns of the radiance enhancement remains constant at about 15 m. In contrast the full

width to background increases away from the thruster engine, concurrent with both the leading

and trailing edges of the peak becoming less steep. (The contact surface between the explosion

arid ambient gases is we]; known to thicken as the interior overpressure decreases; refer to

Section 1.) The ratio of the mnaximutm projected radiance of the outer glow to the average
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radiance viewing inward from the peak (both above dark-noise baseline) remains about 2; with
the assumption that the volume emission rate is constant within an annulus this figure turns out
to be geometrically consistelt with the observed ratio of the displacement of the center of the
peak to its full width. The low quality of these data precludes extraction of further reliable
geometric descriptors of the SWIR glow.

The maximum low altitude-side radiances transmitted to AMOS (Fig. 25b) decrease by
about a factor 3 over the outer glow data length/period, at an accelerating rate, while the

space-integrated radiances decrease more slowly. These relatively slow falloffs may indicate

that the excitative-reaction rate coefficients do not depeni particularly strongly on temperature
of the gases, whose calculated maximum initially decreases much more rapidly away from the
thruster engine (as indicated in Ref 12); alternatively, in view of the transit times involved
they may be an effect of the finite lifetime of the emitting species (see 'Fable 4). The 15-m
transverse halfwidth of the brightness peak exceeds the predicted thickness of the contact
surface, which is about twice the 2-in ambient mean free path (Ref 18 and ref's therein). (The

halfwidth of the numerically-calculated Antares temperature peak shown in Ref 12, which is
applicable to a net velocity of the exhaust gas in the retrograde direction, is also near 4 m.)
This larger than expected lateral spread is also suggestive of a relatively weak temperature

dependence of the reaction(s) producing the infrared radiation; again an alternative explanation

is that the broadening is due to diffusion of vibrationally-excited molecules before they emit,

as is further mentioned below.

Frames at Other Strypi Velocities-Air Densities. The lateral displacements of the outer-
glow maxima are intercompared in the manual tracings from frames A - F in Fig. 26, for each

of which we oriented four sequential coadded images at a standardized magnification along the
centerline of the particulate exhaust. (No correction was made here for the changing view
aspect, or for the lower gas-exhaustion rate of Frame F; as Fig. 19 shows, the engine thrusts

at the other times considered arc all within < 10% of one another.) As is indicated in Fig. 20,
this axis is not aligned with the trajectory vector. The rotation to achieve symmetric

displacements from the particle-exhaust axis varies among frames between 1½/2° and 70 (as best
as can be determined from the low-contrast images), uncorrelated with the small always-
positive pitch angle or yaw angle of the Strypi-XI. The mean radial displacement of the peak
is always somewhat lower and the maximum brightness is substantially greater on the low-

altitude side of the trajectory. This asymmetry may be an effect of the (unknown) azimuthal

distribution of the propellant burn of the spinning and coning but always positive pitch angle

Star 27 (refer again to Fig. 20).
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The manually measured displacements from the symmetry axis of the particle stream

are plotted against distance backward along the particle cloud (Fig. 27a) and against time in

the free stream on linear (Fig. 27b) and logarithmic (Fig. 27c) scales. As in Fig. 25, the
lateral expansion rates are at first constant because the exhaust gas does work on only a small

relative mass of atmosphere. These radial positions of the radiance maximum later increase
with (free stream time)'h, the functional dependence predicted from similarity arguments for

cylindrical explosions (Ref's 27,28), as discussed in the next subsection. Figure 28 is a plot of
the two side-averaged displacements from the symmetry axis of the outer glow (not the

particles), from which the same conclusion emerges.
Figure 29 shows a set of radiance traces perpendicular to the symmetry direction at the

fixed wake distance of 75 in from the exhaust exit plane (interpreted as the farthest-
downstream position in the reversed image area). These data, which were smoothed by

averaging ten adjoining pixels from four sequential coadded frames, are the basis for the plots
of 'he magnitude and position of the maximum radiance in Fig's. 30 and 31. The peak

photocurrents were again determined by subtracting the estimated baseline due to the hot
condensed exhaust (an example is included). Figure 30 includes eight further such brightness

maxima (identified as El - E8) extending over both sides of the onset of consumption of the
solid propellant, to emphasize the effect of combustion rate on optical yield.

Figure 30 plots these radiances at 75 in backward along the trajectory normalized to the
engine thrust against the products of powers of [air density p] and [initial mean posigrade
velocity of the exhaust gases (= Strypi velocity v, - 2.93 kin/s)]. The optical emission rates
from shocks around incompressible bodies are well known to increase with p,: and the first
power and square of the posigrade velocity of the gas are applied more in the spirit of hetiristic
fitting than as representations of its momentum and kinetic energy in the reference frame of the

atmosphere (as will become clear when we address the glow geometry). This approach
implicitly takes into account the observation that the glow volume comes above the AMOS

sensor threshold when the mean velocity of the exhaust gas along the trajectory becomes

supersonic.
The dashed lines in Fig. 30 are least-squares best fits to the equally-weighted data

points from Frames A through E6, and giving zero weight to the three remaining brightnesses

measured after the engine thrust began to decrease. (These last points depart even further
when they are not normalized to thrust.) The maximum radiances appear to be increasing

"more rapidly than linearly , ith thrust, a behavior consistent with the SWIR excitation being

due to reactions of the reheated combustion products an'ong themselves rather than with the
atmospheric gases intermixed into the contact surface (although other interpretations are

possible).
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With neglect of the potential effect of this additional uncertainty (actually, an
experiment variable), the best fit line of these radian-tces during full engine burn passes equally
close to the origin of coordinates--nominally, zero infrared excitation--when a dependence on
P(vs - 2.93) or (v. - 2.93)2 is adopted. This conclusion is unchanged when the two lowest

signal/noise points, from Frames A and B, are discarded along with otherwise-questionable
E7, E8 and F. In view of the large scatter in the photocurrent data, standard statistical
measures that compare goodness of fit of the (assumed-linear) dependences are not
appropriate; as anticipated earlier in this report, the concurrent about-equal fractional rates

increase of v. and p during the AMOS measurements precludes discrimination between these
two qualitatively-best fits. We stress again that the maximum radiances 75 m upstream, which
refer to a position (or direction) within the sensor's field of view rather than to a fixed time
after combustion gas is exhausted, do not represent a fundamental physical quantity that leads

to improved understanding of the exhaust-flow phenomenology. The variation of these

radiances wvith experiment conditions in Fig. 30 should be inteipreted as merely elements of an
optical signature with potential application to scaling the outer infrared glow to other

conditions of solid-composite engine operation.
The outward displacement of the two side-averaged radiance maximum at a fixed

retrograde distance along the stream of condensed particles is a similarly useful element of this
signature. In Fig. 31 we have plotted these radial displacements at 75 in against [(energy

outptt in exhaust gas per unit Strypi-XI path)/po'/ X [scaled free-stream time (=0.015 s)]4.
This dependence is predicted by the atfoare'entioned similarity calculations of the transport of

cylindrical overdense gas clouds in rarefied air (Ref's 26,27), as further dikcussed below; the
energy output is the sum of the directed posigrade kinetic energy of the gas and its thermal
energy. The extrapolated displacement intercepts the origin within the error of the data points.
Figure 32 is a plot of the apparent Mach angles of the radiance peak in the two definitions

shown. We interpret the smaller than expected Mach angles as due to the supersonic

transverse expansion of the exhaust gas combined with its compressibility. The bow shock
wave from the Strypi hardbody would behave according to the solil curve ii Pig. 32, but this
Mach angle is larger than the angle of the exhaust gas contact surface (so the hardbody shock

is within the pluhme boundary and was not observed). [The sound speed within plume is 2-3
times longer than ambient sound speed. This may bring the hardbody shock "out" to coincide

with the plume shock.] The compressible nature of the exhaust gas front leads to deformation
(flattening out) near the vertex where the pile up of atmosphere is greatest.
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Interpretatioll
Back•round. Before further considering this spatial distribution of tile outer glow. we
investigate the. reaction processes that could be responsible for emission of I012'':-±'" per

cnm3-s photons with wavelengths at which the PtSi camera responds and the atmosphere above
AMOS transmits (Fig. 23b). This volume emission rate is some four orders of magnitude

greater than that found in Section 1 to be taking place in the persisting visible wake trail
(although the ratio of total optical yields is of course very much less). We ascribed this latter

glow to the quasicontinuum from A10 2* excited by chemiluminous reactions between AIO-

containing small molecules present at trace concentrations and ' atoms swept into the contact

surface and laier mutually diffusing with the pressure-equilibrated, relatively cool exhaust gas.

The SWIR excitation is in contrast taking place over a much shorter period, at more limited
distances from the Strypi-XI. As we show shortly, it appears to be a result of the high energy
densities of an essentially classical Rankine-!-Iugoniot "bow" shock produced by the engine

exhaust, with its elevated gas temnperaltires. The recent computational fluid dynamica! model
of Strypi-XI flowfields (Ref 12) shows such a contact surface extending from Antares (which

puts out -4 x as much gas per unit time as Star 27) when its velocity was 1.97 kim/s, with

-1000K - 3000K kinetic temperaturcs extending over the expected -4 in contact surface, where
the total densities of the background and continuous-explosion gases are each a few times

ambient.

All of the nonhomopolar principal combustion prolucts of the Star 27 thruster, as well
as virtually all of those molecules that would result from reactions with (and of) the

atmosphei'e's major species, have fundamental vibrational band systems that extend to
wavelengths at which the PtSi camera system is sensitive. Its relative response to these

infrared features, rotationally broadened to reflect the expected kinetic temperatures in tile

contact surface, is listed in Table 4. (Rovibrational bands normally considered to be strongly
absorbed by the atmosphere's water vapor and carbon dioxide would be partially transmitted to
AMOS.) Table 4 also lists the relative abundances of the exhaust components and the
radiative lifetimes of the first vibrational state of the perceivedly-principal impact excited or

reaction proxduct species, all of which (except H20 and CO 2 "3) are of order 1/20 s.
With the approximation that the decrease in diffusion coefficients that would result

from tile increased gas density in and near the contaict surface is counterbalanced by the

increase associated with the higher mean temperature (and steeper gradients) there the rmis

molecular diffusion length in 1/20 s would be 15 mi at the "mean" altitude of Frames A - F.
The observation that the halfwidths at l/c-naximumn brightness are marginally smaller-.ne• -
10 in (Fig's. 24 and 29)--suggests that either a species with somewhat less than this "average"

upper-state lifetime is the principal source of the SWIR radiation, or that collisional quenching
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Table 4. Candidate infrared radiation-producing exhaust molecules

Mole PISi Camera
Exhaust Fraction System Radiative
SDoifsLGa• Sensitivif y.G Lifetime. sA

H2  0.277 OH 0. 18 0.054

CO 0.227 CO 0.05 0.030

HCI 0.181 HCI 0.38 0.029
OH 0.18 0.054

H20 0.187 '3 0.1 0.012

;'2 0.005 0.044
OH 0.18 0,054

N2  0.092 NO 0.005 0.075
NO (2, 0) 0.2 0.038

CO, 0.085 1'3 0.02 0.0024
CO 0.05 0.030

Referred to the response characteristic in Fig. 23b and mean value in thie text

to provide an indication of the abso!utc system sensitivity; assumes 2000K
rotational tetmperature of the vibrational fundamental band of the species
identified (except NO 2, 0); refer also to Fig. 33.

¶ Of the first vibrational state of the molecule identified in the third column.
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of the vibrationally-excited molecules as they diffuse into thle. cooler gas layers is limiting their

trainsport. This latter depopulation would of course require correspondlingly increa'sedl ratos of
excitation(s) to produce the measured infra~red p~hoton emission rates.

Exgitationji I~vocs5 ~. We consider the hypotheses that this radiation arises from reactions
involving

-- thle infrared-active minor, species permanently present at the altitudes of thle Bow
Shock 2 (Fig. 21), for example NO and C02;

--Only tile major atmospheric constituents N2 - 02 - 0, whose principal SWIR-
exciting reaction in the expected temperature range is N2 + 0 -+ NOt + N.,

--only combustion products, those major components listed in Table 4 and/or an of
the several lower-concentration chemical species, or

-- both these exhaust gases and the ambient atomis andl molecules.
The first two types of processes can be dismissed oui-of-hand onl energetics grounds.

As the densities of the minior atmosphcric molecules are all •5 l08/cm-1 and thle total dcensity is
!5 101-1/cml, to achieve 102" excitations per cm13-S would i'cquir(, a population rate
ce-efihcient arelter than 10,9 crn3/s, which far exceeds the maximumi physically attainable.
(Furthermore the necessary time between excitations of the minor species would be very much
shorter than the radiative lif'etimes of their uipper vibrational stares,) A\s for the major ambient
species, the rate coefficients in TFable, 5 for the above- mentioncd (-31/2 eV en(Iothe-rmic)

reactions forming NO in its first or second vibrational stare arc at least two orders of
magnitude too low at tile expected, or even substantially higher, maximutm temperatures in thle
contact surface to p~roduce the mecasured rates of emission of SWIR photons. In addition not
enough new ground-state nitric oxide or other radiative moleculles could be chemically

produced withirn the time scale of the AMIOS measLutemenC~tS to result in significant thermal
infrared emission. In view of thle absence of other candlidate such atom-interchange reactions
(energetic collisions of course cannot lead to vibrational radiation from homopolkar N, and 0,
molecuiles), we may conclude that heating of the major species present in lowver-t le rmosphcric
air by the energetic exhaust gas also fails to contribute substantially to thle outer SWIR glow.

The estimates in Table 5 of rate coefficients for thle latter two above processes refer to
vibrational population of exhaust molecuiles by direct impact (in single-nmode, si ngle -quanitumil
T - V processes), and formation of newv species In excited stares by exchange with1 thle high
atmosphere's reactive and relatively abundant oxygen atoms. All these chemical reactions th~at
could resuilt ini population of upper states of thle prokiuct molecule are endothermnic, and thus
like the excitative collisions of rehecated exhaust (for examp~le I-l10 with I1-,0 or N, exciting its
tbcndirlg or stretch mrodes) their rate coefficients increase with temperature over thle expected
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range. Note that the last two types of process overlap, in that (for example) H20 molecules in

the combustion gas could be excited by impact on N2 molecules also present in the exhaust or

in the background atmospheric gas.

These estimates of reaction rates were made from standard data sources, including 'he
recent survey in Ref 44; the labotatory database on excitative processes is sparse, and theory

provides only limited guidance. All except the few so indicated involve application of the
measured rate coefficient for the revcrsc or depopulating process, or extrapolation of the
laboratory rate for the forward reaction that produces the new species primarily in its ground

state. Each of the former rates has been reduced by the Boltzmann factor for "mean" 2500K

translational temperature in the contact surface, and the latter also by including the energy

threshold corresponding to the tipper state. While such a direct application of the backwards

rate coefficient violates the principle of microscopic reversibility in that it fails to balance in

detail the (generally poorly known) resulting distributions in velocity aed internal-excitation

states, it remains the method of choice in the absence of other information. Similarly, far
extrapolations of rate data from laboratory chamber ("bulb") or molecular beam experiments

are notoriously unreliable (among other reasons, thl. ecount poorly for initial vibrational

excitation of the reactants). The considerable uncertainty in these rate coefficients--those

omitted are altogether unknown--hampers assessment of the contributions of individual
excitation processes to the PtSi camera signal.

The responses of this imaging system listed in Trable 4 are relative to its mean radiance

sensitivity that we estimated above, 10-4-1/3 W/cr.2 sr. They were calculated for 2000K

rotational te;nperature as iliustrated in the example comparisons of exoatmospheric

rovibrational band profiles with the transmitted and quantum efficiency-normalized profiles,
Fig. 33. (As the vibrationally-excited molecules in the contact surface ol; average experience

several elastic collisio•ns before radiating, their rotational temperature would be near the local

kinetic temperature.) Error from these c,-nmera response factors is expected to be substantially

smaller than from the uncertainties in the rate coefficients in Table 5.

Raldiating Species, Thc relative infrared signal from each process in Table 5 would then be

the product

tMol fraction of reacting species in the exhaust) x

(Mol ;raction of its collision partner) X
(Reaction rate coefficient) ×

(Camera system response [from Table 4]).
The fractions of N2 and 0 in air at the aititudes where the Star 27 operated are to a satisfactory

approximation 0.75 and 0.2. We neglect the effect of radiative lifetime on tile SWMR
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Figure 33. Response of the PtSi camera-plus-intervening atmosphere (from Fig. 23b) to two
of the candidate vibrational emission bands.

brightnesses, as the lifetimes of the candidate infrared-active species are comparable and, as
shown above, broadly consistent with the observed width of the outer glow.

A comparison of the signals resulting from the 'T .- V (translational converting to

vibrational energy) and oxygen atom interchange processes listed in Table 5 identifies no
clearly dominant source of the outer-glow emission. Further, with adoption of 3 x 1012 cr-3

as the total density of each of tile two gases (which follows from the hydrodynamics of the

exhaust (Ref's 18 and 22)), the irdividual absolute volumie emission rates prcdictea are at leasl

some .1 ,, orders of magnitude lower than those derived from the PtSi camera measurements.

Increasing the mean temperature of the reacting gases from 2500K to 3500K increases most of

the excitative raie coefficients by only a modest factor (except of N2 + 0 -. NOt, whose
absolute reaction rate still remains far too iow to produce appreciable signal), and with the
concurrent broadenings of band profile taken into account fails to bring out a viable single
excitation mechanism. Additionally, unrealistic rate coefficients for reactions involving the

minor combustion products would be needed to produce the high mean infrared yields that are

observed,
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On the basis of the input data in 'rables 4 and 5, T -- V collisions with atomic oxygen

and among exhaust species (in particular H20 on H2 0, HCI on HCI), and the atom exchange

reactions that lead to OH (X, v = I), produce roughly comparable numbers of counted SWIR

photons. Tile sum of emissions from the about-10 such favored processes, at a somewhat

higher contact-surface temperature and gas density than we have estimated, could bring the

radiances of the outer glow within the expected uncertainty of the response of the AMOS PtSi

camera.

lvydrodynamics

Computational fluid-dynamical models, such as that in Ref 12 for the conditions of
Bow Shock 2's thruster engines and those presented and referenced in Ref 22, provide
theoretical "snapshots" of exhaust flowfields at discrete spacecraft velocities and air densities.
In addilion the earlier-developed analytical similarity solutions for pulsed, initially-isotropic
point or line explosions in the atmosphere that we applied in Section 1 give physical insight

that is effective in scaling these experiment data. "Similarity" (as already mentioned) refers to

the assumption--or constraint--that the quantities describing the gas flow have the same

dependence on time and position. While this simplification would not produce predictions as

accurate as those from numerical integrations of the equations of motion of the explosion and

background gas, its application has been shown to give reasonable agreement with

measuiements on particle and wave transport from explosives whose gas velocities are several
times the ambient sound speed (producing "strong" shocks), as is indeed the case for the solid-
propellant engines.

Pending availability of the detailed numerical calculations for the Star 27 burn, we
briefly compare the results of similarity calculations for uniformly-loaded explosive cylinders
long compired with the radial extent of the flow (Rcf's 26,27) with the observations here of

tile continuous injection of high-temperature, high diirectedl-velocity combustion gases along

the Strypi-XI trajectory. Since the latter process is intermediate between the former and a
series of spherically-symmetric explosions, a fully quantitative fit to the transport data in the
images is not expected. As alluded to above and in Section I and detailed in Ref's 18 and 26,

a Rankine-Hugoniot shock is considered to form at approximately fifteen ambient mean free

paths from the explosion; tile even earlier-developing -2 mean free paths-thick contact surface

follows the scaling outlined below out to a radial distance 0.2 x t(energy per unit length in the
explosion gas)/(pressure of the ambient gas)]'A. (Should the former characteristic dimension

exceed the latter, as in for example outgassing from--or even operation of attitude-controlling
rocket motors on--spacecraft at low earth orbital altitudes, the relea.ed gas in ffect diffuses
outward without coherently developing a peripheral shell of swept s'ut air that separates it from
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the background atmosphere.) Where the Star 27 thruster (whose energy output per unit length

is defined immediately below) is producing detectable SWIR glow the ambient mean free paths

are between 1 and 3 rn, and the radial distances out to which these similarity calculations are

valid remain within < 15% of 270 m. In consequence to the extent that the theory for

simultaneous explosions into undisturbed air applies to the rocket engine burn an "air shock"

would form within the AMOS camera fields illustrated in Fig. 15, and furthermore the

predictions of the theory extend to beyond these fields.

Similarity theory for cylindrical explosions predicts that the velocity of the contact

surface is initially constant with the value

[(2/ac ') • (energy relative to the atmosphere per unit mass of released gas)]'/'.

The "geometry" factor ot (Ref's 27,28 and ref's therein) is the ratio of the average kinetic

energy of gas parcels in the explosion volume to this energy in parcels in the expansion front,

and is 1/2 for fully isotropic cylindrical explosions into uniform-density air (it is 3/5 for

spherical explosions, for which the exponent is 2/5). We have introduced here a further

multiplier a', expected to be less than 1 and not necessarily constant over the Strypi-XI

trajectory, to take into account the anisotropy and partially-serial nature of the energy output

from the rocket engine.

The mean total energy of the exhaust irolecules at the Star 27 exit plane is

['A in (vs - 2.93)2 + k 150 7 /(,y - i)], where their average mass rn is 20 atomic units, -Y is the

calculated ratio of specific heats of the gas (1.292), and k is the Boltzmann constant (as noted

above the calculated exhaust-gas temperature is 1507K). This initial outward velocity would

then be 3.0/k/ci kin/s in Frame A where the SWIR glow first becomes detectable, increasing

to 3.31/'a• and 4.2/UVc km/s in Frames D and F respectively. As the exhaust gas

incorporates an increasing relative mass of ambient air, the radial displacement approaches

{.'8/iraca '). ('y - 1'I " Itotal energy input per unit pathlength]/p) '/ x (time)'/'.

That is, the radial distance from the explosion then increases as V(time), rather than linearly as

when the mass (and energy) of swept-up air was much less t`ian that of exhaust gas. The term

in square brackets, which is the mean total energy per molecule multiplied by (number of

molecules exhausted per unit time)/vs, in practice remains within 5% of 15 cal/cm between

Frames A and E.

Since the time scale in the images formed while the AMOS camera tracks on the

Strypi ".'. ," as mentioned not uniquely defined, some ambiguity exists in interpreting

these s,,..,ie scaling rclatconships. In Fig. 31 w, have plotted the predicted radial positions of

the contact surface for the conditions of Frame D with the assumption--applicable just outside

this mixing region--that the free-strcam time applies in calculating its outward transport, and

with c = 0.5. Its so-defined initial velocity is roughly 50% greater than predicted from
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similarity. The displacements during the later period indeed have the predicted functional
dependence on ,(time), but with this ot' about 50% lower absolute values than similarity
predicts. However, the weak dependence on (power output)/(pvs) in the above radial
displacement expression is serniquantitatively consistent with the very slow decrease along the
flight path of radial displacements at a fixed free-stream time, evidenced in Fig's. 27 and 28
This function is plotted in Fig. 31.

Interpreting hie initial time scale as that along the trajectory proper reduces these initial
expansion velocities. However doing so also increases the discrepancy beiween the later

outward transport of the region that we are interpretir.g as the contact surface and the above
prediction for explosions that simultaneously and isotrapically inject energetic gas from a
S250 in-long straight line.

_Ciicliiding Comments

These similarity-solution arguments, while suitable for scaling the radii at which
pressure-equilibration taken place (as observed in Section 1), predict the general course but not
the magnitude of the radial growth of the "bow shock" of its exhaust gases in the first 1/10 s
after passage of the Star 27 rocket motor. Tile contact surface between the combustion gas and
the cold ambient gas at -110 km altitude initially moves out at a constant velocity, and then as
more atmosphere is incorporated and heated its displacement increases as expected with

\/(time) over the ful! lengths of contact surfaces within the PtSi camera field (see in particular
Fig. 28b). Unlike for static explosions at high altitudes both the zero point and scale of this
"time" is ill-defined from the image data, which may underlie the lack of absolute agreement.
Another reason, qualitatively speaking, is that the exhaust from the -N-/10-steradian solid angle

englie nozzle encounters previously released gas that is much denser than the atmosphere and,

when the SWIR glow appears, is moving relative to the direction of the engine, and so is given
additional initial transverse velocity.

The molecular species primarily responsible for the relatively intense short wavelength

infrared radiation is not yet identified. We anticipate that the temperature and density
distributions predicted by the computational fluid dynamical model (Ref 12) will apply in
refining the excitative-reaction rates in Table 4, and so provide guidance for isolating the

dominant process(es). On the basis of past experience we provisionally judge the most
plausible candidate to be impact excitation of H20 to its 010 and 001 vibrational states, more
photons from which reach the PtSi camera as rotational development broadens, v2 and P3 the

emission bands. These detailed calculations are also expected to identify the quantitative, or
even qualitative, differences in the flowfield that result in above-threshold SWIR radiances
from the "classical" contact surlace only when the velocity of the Strypi-XI exceeds by the
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ambient sound speed the calculated directed velocity of the exhaust gases at the exit plane of

the solid rocket motor.
An estimate of the average transmitted IR power from the entire outer-glow bolume

during Frames B-C-D is 20 kW, which is 0.03% of the total Star 27 thruster power (62 MW).
If this radiation is rotationally-broadened H20 P'1 and P,2 , which is strongly absorbed by the

atmosphere and produces the relative sensor response in Table 4, the exoatmospheric SWIR
yield rate is comparable with the visible and IR yield rates we derived in Section 1.

Figures 24 - 29 quantify the development and surface brightnesses of this outer glow ats

taken from the PtSi camera images, and Fig's. 30 - 32 plot the data against experiment

parameters having physically reasonable interpretations. The concurrent increase of density
and velocity of the freestream air over the experiment period hampers extraction of heuristic

descriptors of these radiances and dimensions, and the engine thrust appears to be a further
experiment variable. (The radial extent and radiances of the outer SWIR glow appear to be
varying faster than linearly with this thrust, that is, with the rate of output of high directed-and

internal-energy gases.) For better development of empirical scaling rules for the outer SWIR
glow--desirable in view of the inherent unreliability of ab initio theory-further Bow Shock

experiments should be designed to separate the effects of vehicle velocity, air density, and

engine performance factors.
In sum, it is clear that the more or less hollow infrared-radiating region in

Fig. 15 is the bow "shzck," not of the hypersonic hard body of the Strypi-XI (a phenomenon
focused on by the early experiiient planning), but of its engine exhaust gases when their
velocity along the trajectory exceeds the local sound speed. We associate the glow with the

contact surface known to develop from explosions in air when the energy input exceeds the
local energy density by some modest factor. The Figures and supporting phenomenology

arguments in this Section characterize the infrared signature of this outer glow--an absolute
SWIR radiance, judged to be accurate to within an order of magnitude, in Fig. 29--, and

provide a basis for heuristic scaling to other vehicle velocities and ambient air densities.
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SECTION 3

LABORATORY ION-NEUTRAL REACTION EXPERIMENTS

Overview

PhotoMetrics provided support to the Spacecraft Interactions Branch (WSSI) Chemistry

Laboratory of AF Phillips Laboratory in three major projects: measurements and analysis of

hydroxyl chemiluminescence excited in ion-neutral reactions, measurements of rates of

reactions of hydrazine with atomic oxygen and other ions, and related experiments made

possible by a recently-installed charge coupled device optical detector. This continuing effort

is briefly described here.

Off A2E+•pX 2Il Chemiluminescence

Ultraviolet emissions resulting from Ol A2E+- X211 transitions contribute to optical

contamination of the low-earth orbital environment. The upper state of the hydroxyl radical

can be excited in at, rn-transferring collisions of high-velocity H20 molecules on the neutral 0

atoms of the atmosphere (Ref's 3,4,45), and also in part from the interaction of water vapor

with ambient N2+ ions, which at 250 kin altitude is present in concentrations .f4 about

103 cm- 3 . This vapor is released through outgassing from space vehicle surfaces (Ref 46), as a

combustion product of aspect control engine firings (Ref 45), and in connection with ventings

of excess liquid water (Ref's 2,7).

Electronically excited hydroxyl can be produced in the endothermic i3n-neutrai reaction

H20 + N2 ÷ + N2H+ + 011 (A) -2.1 eV.

"The kinetic energy available in the center of mass of this system is 3.5 eV at the orbital

velocity of 7.8 km s-1, the mean slped relative to the static atmosphere of H20 molecules both

outgassed and evolved from vented water. The collision energy of engine-exhaust H20

depends on the angle between the trajectory and firing-axis vectors, varying between 1.1 eV

for retrograde firings and 7.3 cV when the exhaust is directed into rain. Thus sufficient

translation energy is available in these ion-neutral collisions to access the OH (A) state both in

impacts of outgassed/vented water and water exhausted from the onboard control engines in

directions other than those near the spacecraft's wake.

Using the PL/WSSI double mass spectrometer system (DMS, Ref 47), we measured

and analyzed of the ultraviolet emissions from this reaction and from the analogous reaction of

Ar÷ with H20. The radiations, spectrally resolved with an Optical Multichannel Analyzer

(OMA). apear above 5 eV center of mass energy. Simulations of the spectra have shown that

the electronically excited Oi is formed by two dynamic pathways, the dominant one
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producing hydroxyl that is vibrationally and rotationally excited. Emissions were observed
from OH (A) produced in both the v = 0 and v =1 Ilevels; the electronic bands from higher
vibrational states were not present, possibly due to their pre-dissociation (Ref's 48,49). The
rotational excitation corresponds to a Boltzmann distribution with a characteristic temperature
of 1000K at 6 eV collision energy and 3400K at 19 eV collision energy, as shown in Fig. 34.

This pathway consists of a two step reaction. First, charge transfer occurs between

N2 + (or Ar+) and H20, resulting in 1HI2O+ that is known to be both electronically excited and
highly vibrationally excited (v = 12 - 16) in the "2 bending mode (Ref 50); and second, a
proton transfer occurs between the H2O+ and N2 (or Ar), with the H2O+ vibrational angular

momentum resulting in high rotational angular momentum of the OH fragment. Similar
vibrational to rotational energy transfer has been found to take place in experiments with
neutral species that selectively excite the P2 bending mode of H20, and then cleave one of the
0-H bonds resulting in a rotationally hot hydroxyl radical (Ref's 51, 52).

The second dynamical pathway produces vibrationally and rotationally thermal OH
(v = 0, rotational temperature 300K). This path requires a small impact parameter stripping
of a hydrogen atom by the N2 + (or Ar4 ), and accounts for -<30% of the total ultraviolet
emission from OH over most of the experiment conditions.

(A description of this work was prepared for the journal literature (Ref 53), and was
also presented at an intem-.tional conference (Ref 54).)

- :gOZ. - A

C -

C 3 • '5"A

- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

a. -rZ.nergy

Figure 34. Dependence of the rotational temperature (To) on collision energy for the high
temperature component of the two-component simulation required to simulate the
OH A - X chemiluminescence spectra.
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Reactions of NAL+ with 0-
Hydrazine (N2H4), which with its monormethyl and dimethyl derivatives is used as fuel

in liquid-bipropellant thruster rocket engines, is a further source of optical contamination. Its

reactions with the principal ambient ion 0+ produce ultraviolet emissions resulting from both

the above-mentioned OH A2E,. - X2I- and NH A311i -. 3E- transitions. Formation of
electronically excited OH is exothermic:

N2144 + O• -- OH (A) + N2H3 + +2.6 eV.

The OH emission intensity is found to decrease as the collision energy is increased over the

range 4 - 50 eV, consistent with the decreasing total cross section for this reaction. Formation

of electronically excited Nil is in contrast endothermic:

N2H4j + 0+ -- 0 + NH 3 + + NH (A) -2.7 eV.

The NH emission intensity is found to increase as the collision energy increases, as is fairly

typical for endothermic reactions.

The reaction cross sections and kinetic energy of the product ions were also measured

for collisions of N2H4 with KrI, Ar+, CO+, and C0 2 +, In all cases more that' one product

ion type was observed, consistent with the large exotherinicity of the basic charge transfer

process for all of these collision pairs (the minimum exothermicity is 6.0 eV, for 0+). In

addition the distributions of product ions from reactions of hydrazine with atomic ions were

markedly different than from the two molecular ions. N2H3 + (as in the first reaction above)

was the dominant prod'-ct from the former process, with a reaction cross-section 5 - 10 times

larger than that resulting in the simple charge transfer product ion N2H4 +. In reactions with

the molecular primary ions, however, the cross-section for producing N2H4 + was comparable

to (for CO+) or larger than (for CO 2 4) the cross section for formation of N2H3 +. This

qualitative difference is illustrated in Fig. 35, where the data for 04 and CO2 + reactions are

compared.

Kinetic energy measurements showed that ncarly all product ions resulted dynamically

from a pathway of charge transfer followed by exotheermicity-driven bond cleavage. For the

atomic primary ions, all of the reaction exothermicity is being channeled into internal energy

of NH 4 '-, and so is available to produce its high degree of fractionation/dissociation. The

ivolecular primary ions, however, can share in the partitioning of the exothermicity into

internal nmodes, and thius more non-dissociated N2114 + survives. (A journal article describi''c

this work in detail (Ref 55) was prepared and published.)

Similar Expeinilents with a Charge Cwoled Device Detector

We tested. installcd, andf used a new charge coutpled device (CCD) optical detector in

tie WSSI DMS apparatus. In the red to near-infrared spectral region this CCD is up to an
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order of magnituide more sensitive than the aforeitientionctl previously-cmployed OMA, its
0~ own in Fig. 36, The CCLI image plane has the v:e throughput advantage of operating at
a (nearly) 100%-on duity cycle, while the OMA is restricted to a 50%-on duty cycle.

Measurement of the optical emissions from the exothermic charge tranlsfer reaction

N+ + H-20 -~ N + f120 + 4-1.91eV

requires very high sensitivity to the resulting red anid near-infrared photons. Although the
energetics of this process favors formiation of electronically and vibrationally excited H120+

(P-A1 , s,-, with v A-9), previous experiments using the OMA had not detected the expected

H 20+ emissions at wavelengths ne~ar 650 nmn. At a center of miass energy of -50 eV, no

H2 0+ A -. Xemissions were detectable in measurements with the CCD, thus establishing an
upper limit to the cross-section of the reaction forming A state. H20+ Of I X i0'-1 cm12 at this
energy. (Emissions have been ol)scrvCel at 1125 eV, where the collision process iltay be
considcred similar to impact excitation by high energy electrons or other charged particles
(Ref 50).) Trhese recent data support our previous report (Ref 56) that the above reaction is
strongly governed by conservation of electronic orbital angular momentum, which forbids
fortmation of the ti state of' 14.1,, . instezd the exothermicity is expected to be partitioned into
initernal excitaionl (vibrationai, rotational) of the HtO Z2 V131 ground electronic state.

We also performed preliminary experiments using the CCI) to measure the intensities
of ultraviolet and visible emfissIions from reactions of ions with methyihydrizinti (NAH3C113)
Radiation believed to be attributable to electronically excitod NH- and ClI were observed in
low eneroy collisions with Ar". Ini addition NI-l A -X and] CH A -~ X emissions are readilly
observed in highi center-of-mass energy (750 eV) reactions betwcen 0+ and N-,. 3 04.1 , and

evidecnce was found for OH /1I- X emissions at low collision energies of these reactants.

Figmer 30. Vavelenpi h dependence of (Juaffitlim Jfticlencles for the CCLD ,soild line) and
ONI A (dashed linv) dctcctrm%.
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